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Some computational problems are hard. We rack our brains to find efficient
algorithms for solving them, but time and time again we fail. It would be nice
if we could prove that finding an efficient algorithm is impossible in such cases.
Such a proof would be a great relief when an efficient algorithm evades us, for
then we could take comfort from the fact that no efficient algorithm exists for this
problem. Unfortunately, such proofs are typically even harder to come by than
efficient algorithms.

Still, all is not frustration, for the topics we discuss in this chapter let us show
that certain problems are indeed computationally hard. The proofs involve a con-
cept known asNP-completeness. This concept allows us to rigorously show that
finding an efficient algorithm for a certain problem is at least as hard as finding effi-
cient algorithms forall the problems in a large class of problems called “NP.” The
formal notion of “efficient” we use here is that a problem has an algorithm running
in time proportional to a polynomial function of its input size,n. (Recall that this
notion of efficiency was already mentioned in Section 1.2.2.) That is, we consider
an algorithm “efficient” if it runs in timeO(nk) on any input of sizen, for some
constantk > 0. Even so, the classNP contains some extremely difficult problems,
for which polynomial-time solutions have eluded researchers for decades. There-
fore, while showing that a problem isNP-complete is admittedly not the same as
proving that an efficient algorithm for the problem is impossible, it is nevertheless a
powerful statement. Basically, showing that a problemL is NP-complete says that,
although we have been unable to find an efficient algorithm forL, neither has any
computer scientist who has ever lived! Indeed, most computer scientists strongly
believe it is impossible to solve anyNP-complete problem in polynomial time.

In this chapter, we formally define the classNP and its related classP, and we
show how to prove that some problems areNP-complete. We also discuss some
of the best known of theNP-complete problems, showing that each one is at least
as hard as every other problem inNP. These problems include satisfiability, vertex
cover, knapsack, and traveling salesperson problems.

We do not stop there, however, for many of these problems are quite impor-
tant, in that they are related to optimization problems whose solution in the real
world can oftentimes save money, time, or other resources. Thus, we also dis-
cuss some ways of dealing withNP-completeness in this chapter. One of the most
effective methods is to construct polynomial-time approximation algorithms for
NP-complete problems. Although such algorithms do not usually produce optimal
solutions, they oftentimes come close to being optimal. In fact, in some cases we
can provide a guarantee of how close an approximation algorithm will come to an
optimal solution. We explore several such situations in this chapter.

We conclude this chapter by covering techniques that often work well for deal-
ing withNP-complete problems in practice. We present, in particular,backtracking
andbranch-and-bound, which construct algorithms that run in exponential time in
the worst case, but nevertheless take advantage of situations where faster time is
possible. We give Java examples of both techniques.
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13.1 P and NP

In order to studyNP-completeness, we need to be more precise about running time.
Namely, instead of the informal notion of input size as the number of “items” that
form the input (see Chapter 1), we define theinput size, n, of a problem to be the
number of bits used to encode an input instance. We also assume that characters
and numbers in the input are encoded using a reasonable binary encoding scheme,
so that each character uses a constant number of bits and each integerM > 0 is
represented with at mostclogM bits, for some constantc > 0. In particular, we
disallowunary encoding, where an integerM is represented withM 1’s.

Recall that we have, for the rest of this book, defined the input sizen to be the
number of “items” in an input. Let us for the moment, however, refer to the number
of items in an input asN and the number of bits to encode an input asn. Thus, if
M is the largest integer in an input, thenN+ logM ≤ n≤ cNlogM, for some con-
stantc > 0. Formally, we define the worst-caserunning time of an algorithmA to
be the worst-case time taken byA as a function ofn, taken over all possible inputs
having an encoding withn bits. Fortunately, as we show in the following lemma,
most algorithms running in polynomial time in terms ofN still result in polynomial-
time algorithms in terms ofn. We define an algorithm to bec-incremental if any
primitive operation involving one or two objects represented withb bits results in
an object represented with at mostb+c bits, forc≥ 0. For example, an algorithm
using multiplication as a primitive operation may not bec-incremental for any con-
stantc. Of course, we can include a routine in ac-incremental algorithm to perform
multiplication, but we should not count this routine as a primitive operation here.

Lemma 13.1: If a c-incremental algorithmA has a worst-case running timet(N)
in the RAM model, as a function of the number of input items,N, for some constant
c > 0, thenA has running timeO(n2t(n)), in terms of the number,n, of bits in a
standard nonunary encoding of the input.

Proof: Note thatN ≤ n. Thus,t(N)≤ t(n). Likewise, each primitive operation
in the algorithmA, involving one or two objects represented withb≥ 1 bits, can
be performed using at mostdb2 bitwise operations, for some constantd≥ 1, since
c is a constant. Such primitive operations include all comparison, control flow,
and basic non-multiplicative arithmetic operations. Moreover, inN steps of ac-
incremental algorithm, the largest any object’s representation can become iscN+b,
whereb is the maximum size of any input object. But,cN+ b≤ (c+ 1)n. Thus,
every step inA will take at mostO(n2) bit steps to complete.

Therefore, any “reasonable” algorithm that runs in polynomial time in terms of
the number of input items will also run in polynomial time in terms of the number
of input bits. Thus, for the remainder of this chapter, we may revert to usingn
as input size and number of “items” with the understanding that any “polynomial-
time” algorithm must run in polynomial time in terms of the number of input bits.
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13.1.1 Defining the Complexity Classes P and NP

By Lemma 13.1, we know that, for the problems discussed in this book, such as
graph problems, text processing, or sorting, our previous polynomial-time algo-
rithms translate into polynomial-time algorithms in the bit model. Even the re-
peated squaring algorithm (Section 10.1.4) for computing powers of an integerx
runs in a polynomial number of bit operations if we apply it to raisex to a number
that is represented usingO(logn) bits. Thus, the notion of polynomial time is quite
useful as a measure for tractability.

Moreover, the class of polynomials is closed under addition, multiplication,
and composition. That is, ifp(n) andq(n) are polynomials, then so arep(n) +
q(n), p(n) ·q(n), andp(q(n)). Thus, we can combine or compose polynomial-time
algorithms to construct new polynomial-time algorithms.

Decision Problems

To simplify our discussion, let us restrict our attention for the time being todecision
problems, that is, to computational problems for which the intended output is either
“yes” or “no.” In other words, a decision problem’s output is a single bit, which is
either 0 or 1. For example, each of the following are decision problems:

• Given a stringT and a stringP, doesP appear as a substring ofT?
• Given two setsSandT, doSandT contain the same set of elements?
• Given a graphG with integer weights on its edges, and an integerk, doesG

have a minimum spanning tree of weight at mostk?

In fact, the last problem illustrates how we can often turn anoptimization problem,
where we are trying to minimize or maximize some value, into a decision problem.
Namely, we can introduce a parameterk and ask if the optimal value for the opti-
mization problem is at most or at leastk. Note that if we can show that a decision
problem is hard, then its related optimization version must also be hard.

Problems and Languages

We say that an algorithmA acceptsan input stringx if A outputs “yes” on inputx.
Thus, we can view adecision problemas actually being just a setL of strings—the
strings that should be accepted by an algorithm that correctly solves the problem.
Indeed, we used the letter “L” to denote a decision problem, because a set of strings
is often referred to as alanguage. We can extend this language-based viewpoint
further to say that an algorithmA acceptsa languageL if A outputs “yes” for each
x in L and outputs “no” otherwise. Throughout this chapter, we assume that if
x is in an improper syntax, then an algorithm givenx will output “no.” (Note:
Some texts also allow for the possibility ofA going into an infinite loop and never
outputting anything on some inputs, but we are restricting our attention in this book
to algorithms, that is, computations that terminate after a finite number of steps.)
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The Complexity Class P

Thecomplexity class Pis the set of all decision problems (or languages)L that can
be accepted in worst-case polynomial time. That is, there is an algorithmA that, if
x∈ L, then on inputx, A outputs “yes” inp(n) time, wheren is the size ofx and
p(n) is a polynomial. Note that the definition ofP doesn’t say anything about the
running time for rejecting an input—when an algorithmA outputs “no.” Such cases
refer to thecomplementof a languageL, which consists of all binary strings that
are not inL. Still, given an algorithmA that accepts a languageL in polynomial
time, p(n), we can easily construct a polynomial-time algorithm that accepts the
complement ofL. In particular, given an inputx, we can construct a complement
algorithmB that simply runsA for p(n) steps, wheren is the size ofx, terminating
A if it attempts to run more thanp(n) steps. IfA outputs “yes,” thenB outputs “no.”
Likewise, if A outputs “no” or ifA runs for at leastp(n) steps without outputting
anything, thenB outputs “yes.” In either case, the complement algorithmB runs in
polynomial time. Therefore, if a languageL, representing some decision problem,
is in P, then the complement ofL is also inP.

The Complexity Class NP

Thecomplexity class NPis defined to include the complexity classP but allow for
the inclusion of languages that may not be inP. Specifically, withNP problems,
we allow algorithms to perform an additional operation:

• choose(b): this operation chooses in a nondeterministic way a bit (that is, a
value that is either 0 or 1) and assigns it tob.

When an algorithmA uses thechoose primitive operation, then we sayA is non-
deterministic. We state that an algorithmA nondeterministically acceptsa string
x if there exists a set of outcomes to thechoose calls thatA could make on inputx
such thatA would ultimately output “yes.” In other words, it is as if we consider
all possible outcomes tochoose calls and only select those that lead to acceptance
if there is such a set of outcomes. Note this is not the same as random choices.

The complexity classNP is the set of decision problems (or languages)L that
can be nondeterministically accepted in polynomial time. That is, there is a non-
deterministic algorithmA that, if x∈ L, then, on inputx, there is a set of outcomes
to thechoose calls in A so that it outputs “yes” inp(n) time, wheren is the size
of x andp(n) is a polynomial. Note that the definition ofNP does not address the
running time for a rejection. Indeed, we allow for an algorithmA accepting a lan-
guageL in polynomial timep(n) to take much more thanp(n) steps whenA outputs
“no.” Moreover, because nondeterministic acceptance could involve a polynomial
number of calls to thechoose method, if a languageL is in NP, the complement of
L is not necessarily also inNP. Indeed, there is a complexity class, calledco-NP,
that consists of all languages whose complement is inNP, and many researchers
believeco-NP 6= NP.
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An Alternate Definition of NP

There is actually another way to define the complexity classNP, which might be
more intuitive for some readers. This alternate definition ofNP is based on de-
terministic verification, instead of nondeterministic acceptance. We say that a lan-
guageL can beverifiedby an algorithmA if, given any stringx in L as input, there
is another stringy such thatA outputs “yes” on inputz= x+ y, where we use the
symbol “+” to denote concatenation. The stringy is called acertificate for mem-
bership inL, for it helps us certify thatx is indeed inL. Note that we make no
claims about verifying when a string is not inL.

This notion of verification allows us to give an alternate definition of the com-
plexity classNP. Namely, we can defineNP to be the set of all languagesL, defin-
ing decision problems, such thatL can be verified in polynomial time. That is, there
is a (deterministic) algorithmA that, for anyx in L, verifies using some certificate
y thatx is indeed inL in polynomial time,p(n), including the timeA takes to read
its inputz= x+y, wheren is the size ofx. Note that this definition implies that the
size ofy is less thanp(n). As the following theorem shows, this verification-based
definition ofNP is equivalent to the nondeterminism-based definition given above.

Theorem 13.2: A languageL can be (deterministically) verified in polynomial
time if and only ifL can be nondeterministically accepted in polynomial time.

Proof: Let us consider each possibility. Suppose first thatL can be verified in
polynomial time. That is, there is a deterministic algorithmA (making no use of
choose calls) that can verify in polynomial timep(n) that a stringx is in L when
given a polynomial-length certificatey. Therefore, we can construct a nondeter-
ministic algorithmB that takes the stringx as input and calls thechoose method to
assign the value of each bit iny. After B has constructed a stringz= x+y, it then
callsA to verify thatx∈ L given the certificatey. If there exists a certificatey such
that A acceptsz, then there is clearly a set of nondeterministic choices forB that
result inB outputting “yes” itself. In addition,B will run in O(p(n)) steps.

Next, suppose thatL can be nondeterministically accepted in polynomial time.
That is, there is a nondeterministic algorithmA that, given a stringx in L, per-
forms p(n) steps, which may includechoose steps, such that, for some sequence
of outcomes to thesechoose steps,A will output “yes.” There is a deterministic
verification algorithmB that, givenx in L, uses as its certificatey the ordered con-
catenation of all the outcomes tochoose calls thatA makes on inputx in order to
ultimately output “yes.” SinceA runs in p(n) steps, wheren is the size ofx, the
algorithmB will also run inO(p(n)) steps given inputz= x+y.

The practical implication of this theorem is that, since both definitions ofNP
are equivalent, we can use either one for showing that a problem is inNP.
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The P = NP Question

Computer scientists do not know for certain whetherP = NP or not. Indeed, re-
searchers don’t even know for sure whether or notP = NP ∩ co-NP. Still, the
vast majority of researchers believe thatP is different than bothNP andco-NP, as
well as their intersection. In fact, the problems we discuss next are examples of
problems inNP that many believe are not inP.

13.1.2 Some Interesting Problems in NP

Another way of interpreting Theorem 13.2 is that it implies we can always structure
a nondeterministic algorithm so that all of itschoose steps are performed first and
the rest of the algorithm is just a verification. We illustrate with several examples
in this subsection this approach of showing interesting decision problems to be in
NP. Our first example is for a graph problem.

HAMILTONIAN -CYCLE is the problem that takes a graphG as input and asks
whether there is a simple cycle inG that visits each vertex ofG exactly once and
then returns to its starting vertex. Such a cycle is called an Hamiltonian cycle ofG.

Lemma 13.3: HAMILTONIAN -CYCLE is in NP.

Proof: Let us define a nondeterministic algorithmA that takes, as input, a graph
G encoded as an adjacency list in binary notation, with the vertices numbered 1 to
N. We defineA to first iteratively call thechoose method to determine a sequence
Sof N+1 numbers from 1 toN. Then, we haveA check that each number from 1
to N appears exactly once inS (for example, by sortingS), except for the first and
last numbers inS, which should be the same. Then, we verify that the sequenceS
defines a cycle of vertices and edges inG. A binary encoding of the sequenceS is
clearly of size at mostn, wheren is the size of the input. Moreover, both of the
checks made on the sequenceScan be done in polynomial time inn.

Observe that if there is a cycle inG that visits each vertex ofG exactly once,
returning to its starting vertex, then there is a sequenceS for which A will out-
put “yes.” Likewise, ifA outputs “yes,” then it has found a cycle inG that vis-
its each vertex ofG exactly once, returning to its starting point. That is,A non-
deterministically accepts the language HAMILTONIAN -CYCLE. In other words,
HAMILTONIAN -CYCLE is in NP.

Our next example is a problem related to circuit design testing. ABoolean
circuit is a directed graph where each node, called alogic gate, corresponds to a
simple Boolean function, AND, OR, or NOT. The incoming edges for a logic gate
correspond to inputs for its Boolean function and the outgoing edges correspond to
outputs, which will all be the same value, of course, for that gate. (See Figure 13.1.)
Vertices with no incoming edges areinput nodes and a vertex with no outgoing
edges is anoutput node.
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Figure 13.1: An example Boolean circuit.

CIRCUIT-SAT is the problem that takes as input a Boolean circuit with a single
output node, and asks whether there is an assignment of values to the circuit’s inputs
so that its output value is “1.” Such an assignment of values is called asatisfying
assignment.

Lemma 13.4: CIRCUIT-SAT is in NP.

Proof: We construct a nondeterministic algorithm for accepting CIRCUIT-SAT

in polynomial time. We first use thechoose method to “guess” the values of the
input nodes as well as the output value of each logic gate. Then, we simply visit
each logic gateg in C, that is, each vertex with at least one incoming edge. We then
check that the “guessed” value for the output ofg is in fact the correct value for
g’s Boolean function, be it an AND, OR, or NOT, based on the given values for the
inputs forg. This evaluation process can easily be performed in polynomial time.
If any check for a gate fails, or if the “guessed” value for the output is 0, then we
output “no.” If, on the other hand, the check for every gate succeeds and the output
is “1,” the algorithm outputs “yes.” Thus, if there is indeed a satisfying assignment
of input values forC, then there is a possible collection of outcomes to thechoose
statements so that the algorithm will output “yes” in polynomial time. Likewise,
if there is a collection of outcomes to thechoose statements so that the algorithm
outputs “yes” in polynomial time algorithm, there must be a satisfying assignment
of input values forC. Therefore, CIRCUIT-SAT is in NP.

The next example illustrates how a decision version of an optimization problem
can be shown to be inNP. Given a graphG, a vertex coverfor G is a subsetC of
vertices such that, for every edge(v,w) of G, v∈C or w∈C (possibly both). The
optimization goal is to find as small a vertex cover forG as possible.
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VERTEX-COVER is the decision problem that takes a graphG and an integer
k as input, and asks whether there is a vertex cover forG containing at mostk
vertices.

Lemma 13.5: VERTEX-COVER is in NP.

Proof: Suppose we are given an integerk and a graphG, with the vertices ofG
numbered from 1 toN. We can use repeated calls to thechoose method to construct
a collectionC of k numbers that range from 1 toN. As a verification, we insert all
the numbers ofC into a dictionary and then we examine each of the edges inG to
make sure that, for each edge(v,w) in G, v is in C or w is in C. If we ever find an
edge with neither of its end-vertices inG, then we output “no.” If we run through
all the edges ofG so that each has an end-vertex inC, then we output “yes.” Such
a computation clearly runs in polynomial time.

Note that ifG has a vertex cover of size at mostk, then there is an assignment
of numbers to define the collectionC so that each edge ofG passes our test and our
algorithm outputs “yes.” Likewise, if our algorithm outputs “yes,” then there must
be a subsetC of the vertices of size at mostk, such thatC is a vertex cover. Thus,
VERTEX-COVER is in NP.

Having given some interesting examples of problems inNP, let us now turn to
the definition of the concept ofNP-completeness.

13.2 NP-Completeness

The notion of nondeterministic acceptance of a decision problem (or language) is
admittedly strange. There is, after all, no conventional computer that can efficiently
perform a nondeterministic algorithm with many calls to thechoose method. In-
deed, to date no one has shown how even an unconventional computer, such as a
quantum computer or DNA computer, can efficiently simulate any nondeterministic
polynomial-time algorithm using a polynomial amount of resources. Certainly, we
can deterministically simulate a nondeterministic algorithm by trying out, one by
one, all possible outcomes to thechoose statements that the algorithm makes. But
this simulation would become an exponential-time computation for any nondeter-
ministic algorithm that makes at leastnε calls to thechoose method, for any fixed
constantε > 0. Indeed, there are hundreds of problems in the complexity class
NP for which most computer scientists strongly believe there is no conventional
deterministic method for solving them in polynomial time.

The usefulness of the complexity classNP, therefore, is that it formally captures
a host of problems that many believe to be computationally difficult. In fact, there
are some problems that are provably at least as hard as every other problem inNP,
as far as polynomial-time solutions are concerned. This notion of hardness is based
on the concept of polynomial-time reducibility, which we now discuss.
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13.2.1 Polynomial-Time Reducibility and NP-Hardness

We say that a languageL, defining some decision problem, ispolynomial-time
reducibleto a languageM, if there is a functionf computable in polynomial time,
that takes an inputx to L, and transforms it to an inputf (x) of M, such thatx∈ L if
and only if f (x) ∈M. In addition, we use a shorthand notation, sayingL poly−→ M to
signify that languageL is polynomial-time reducible to languageM.

We say that a languageM, defining some decision problem, isNP-hard if every
other languageL in NP is polynomial-time reducible toM. In more mathematical
notation,M is NP-hard, if, for everyL ∈NP, L poly−→ M. If a languageM is NP-hard
and it is also in the classNP itself, thenM is NP-complete. Thus, anNP-complete
problem is, in a very formal sense, one of the hardest problems inNP, as far as
polynomial-time computability is concerned. For, if anyone ever shows that anNP-
complete problemL is solvable in polynomial time, then that immediately implies
that every other problem in the entire classNP is solvable in polynomial time. For,
in this case, we could accept any otherNP languageM by reducing it toL and
then running the algorithm forL. In other words, if anyone finds a deterministic
polynomial-time algorithm for even oneNP-complete problem, thenP = NP.

13.2.2 The Cook-Levin Theorem

At first, it might appear that the definition ofNP-completeness is too strong. Still,
as the following theorem shows, there is at least oneNP-complete problem.

Theorem 13.6 (The Cook-Levin Theorem): CIRCUIT-SAT is NP-complete.

Proof: Lemma 13.4 shows that CIRCUIT-SAT is in NP. Thus, we have yet to
show this problem isNP-hard. That is, we need to show that every problem in
NP is polynomial-time reducible to CIRCUIT-SAT. So, consider a languageL,
representing some decision problem that is inNP. SinceL is in NP, there is a
deterministic algorithmD that accepts anyx in L in polynomial-timep(n), given a
polynomial-sized certificatey, wheren is the size ofx. The main idea of the proof
is to build a large, but polynomial-sized, circuitC that simulates the algorithmD
on an inputx in such a way thatC is satisfiable if and only if there is a certificatey
such thatD outputs “yes” on inputz= x+y.

Recall (from Section 1.1.2) that any deterministic algorithm, such asD, can
be implemented on a simple computational model (called the Random Access Ma-
chine, or RAM) that consists of a CPU and a bankM of addressable memory cells.
In our case, the memoryM contains the input,x, the certificate,y, the working
storage,W, that D needs to perform its computations, and the code for the algo-
rithm D itself. The working storageW for D includes all the registers used for
temporary calculations and the stack frames for the procedures thatD calls during
its execution. The topmost such stack frame inW contains the program counter
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(PC) that identifies whereD currently is in its program execution. Thus, there are
no memory cells in the CPU itself. In performing each step ofD, the CPU reads
the next instructioni, which is pointed to by the PC, and performs the calculation
indicated byi, be it a comparison, arithmetic operation, a conditional jump, a step
in procedure call, etc., and then updates the PC to point to the next instruction to be
performed. Thus, the current state ofD is completely characterized by the contents
of its memory cells. Moreover, sinceD accepts anx in L in a polynomialp(n)
number of steps, wheren is the size ofx, then the entire effective collection of its
memory cells can be assumed to consist of justp(n) bits. For inp(n) steps,D can
access at mostp(n) memory cells. Note also that the size ofD’s code is constant
with respect to the sizes ofx, y, and evenW. We refer to thep(n)-sized collection
M of memory cells for an execution ofD as theconfiguration of the algorithmD.

The heart of the reduction ofL to CIRCUIT-SAT depends on our constructing a
Boolean circuit that simulates the workings of the CPU in our computational model.
The details of such a construction are beyond the scope of this book, but it is well
known that a CPU can be designed as a Boolean circuit consisting of AND, OR,
and NOT gates. Moreover, let us further take for granted that this circuit, including
its address unit for connecting to a memory ofp(n) bits, can be designed so as to
take a configuration ofD as input and provide as output the configuration resulting
from processing the next computational step. In addition, this simulation circuit,
which we will call S, can be constructed so as to consist of at mostcp(n)2 AND,
OR, and NOT gates, for some constantc > 0.

To then simulate the entirep(n) steps ofD, we makep(n) copies ofS, with
the output from one copy serving as the input for the next. (See Figure 13.2.) Part
of the input for the first copy ofSconsists of “hard wired” values for the program
for D, the value ofx, the initial stack frame (complete with PC pointing to the first
instruction ofD), and the remaining working storage (initialized to all 0’s). The
only unspecified true inputs to the first copy ofSare the cells ofD’s configuration
for the certificatey. These are the true inputs to our circuit. Likewise, we ignore
all the outputs from the final copy ofS, except the single output that indicates the
answer fromD, with “1” for “yes” and “0” for “no.” The total size of the circuitC
is O(p(n)3), which of course is still polynomial in the size ofx.

Consider an inputx thatD accepts for some certificatey after p(n) steps. Then
there is an assignment of values to the input toC corresponding toy, such that,
by havingC simulateD on this input and the hard-wired values forx, we will
ultimately haveC output a “1.” Thus,C is satisfiable in this case. Conversely,
consider a case whenC is satisfiable. Then there is a set of inputs, which correspond
to the certificatey, such thatC outputs a “1.” But, sinceC exactly simulates the
algorithmD, this implies that there is an assignment of values to the certificatey,
such thatD outputs “yes.” Thus,D will verify x in this case. Therefore,D accepts
x with certificatey if and only if C is satisfiable.
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Figure 13.2: An illustration of the circuit used to prove that CIRCUIT-SAT is NP-
hard. The only true inputs correspond to the certificate,y. The problem instance,x,
the working storage,W, and the program code,D, are initially “hard wired” values.
The only output is the bit that determines if the algorithm acceptsx or not.
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13.3 Important NP-Complete Problems

So there is indeed anNP-complete problem. But proving this fact was admittedly
a tiring exercise, even taking into account the major shortcut we took in assuming
the existence of the simulation circuitS. Fortunately, now that we are armed with
one problem that is proven to beNP-complete “from scratch,” we can prove other
problems areNP-complete using simple polynomial-time reductions. We explore
a number of such reductions in this section.

Given just a singleNP-complete problem, we can now use polynomial-time
reducibility to show other problems to beNP-complete. In addition, we will make
repeated use of the following important lemma about polynomial-time reducibility.

Lemma 13.7: If L1
poly−→ L2 andL2

poly−→ L3, thenL1
poly−→ L3.

Proof: SinceL1
poly−→ L2, any instancex for L1 can be converted in polynomial-

time p(n) into an instancef (x) for L2, such thatx ∈ L1 if and only if f (x) ∈ L2,
wheren is the size ofx. Likewise, sinceL2

poly−→ L3, any instancey for L2 can be
converted in polynomial-timeq(m) into an instanceg(y) for L3, such thaty∈ L2 if
and only ifg(y) ∈ L3, wherem is the size ofy. Combining these two constructions,
any instancex for L1 can be converted in timeq(k) into an instanceg( f (x)) for
L3, such thatx ∈ L1 if and only if g( f (x)) ∈ L3, wherek is the size off (x). But,
k≤ p(n), since f (x) is constructed inp(n) steps. Thus,q(k) ≤ q(p(n)). Since the
composition of two polynomials always results in another polynomial, this inequal-
ity implies thatL1

poly−→ L3.

In this section we establish several important problems to beNP-complete,
using this lemma. All of the proofs have the same general structure. Given a new
problemL, we first prove thatL is in NP. Then, we reduce a knownNP-complete
problem toL in polynomial time, showingL to beNP-hard. Thus, we showL to
be in NP and alsoNP-hard; hence,L has been shown to beNP-complete. (Why
not do the reduction in the other direction?) These reductions generally take one of
three forms:

• Restriction: This form shows a problemL is NP-hard by noting that a known
NP-complete problemM is actually just a special case ofL.

• Local replacement: This forms reduces a knownNP-complete problemM
to L by dividing instances ofM andL into “basic units,” and then showing
how each basic unit ofM can be locally converted into a basic unit ofL.

• Component design: This form reduces a knownNP-complete problemM
to L by building components for an instance ofL that will enforce impor-
tant structural functions for instances ofM. For example, some components
might enforce a “choice” while others enforce an “evaluation” function.

The latter of the three above forms tends to be the most difficult to construct; it is
the form used, for example, by the proof of the Cook-Levin Theorem (13.6).
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In Figure 13.3, we illustrate the problems we prove areNP-complete, together
with the problems they are reduced from and the technique used in each polynomial-
time reduction.

In the remainder of this section we study some importantNP-complete prob-
lems. We treat most of them in pairs, with each pair addressing an important class
of problems, including problems involving Boolean formulas, graphs, sets, and
numbers. We begin with two problems involving Boolean formulas.

Every problem in NP

CIRCUIT-SAT

CNF-SAT

3SAT

VERTEX-COVER

TSPKNAPSACK

HAMILTONIAN -
CYCLE

SUBSET-SUMSET-COVERCLIQUE

comp. design

comp. design

comp. design

comp. design

local rep.

local rep.
local rep.

local rep.

restriction restriction

Figure 13.3: Illustration of the reductions used in some fundamentalNP-
completeness proofs. Each directed edge denotes a polynomial-time reduction,
with the label on the edge indicating the primary form of that reduction. The top-
most reduction is the Cook-Levin Theorem.
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13.3.1 CNF-Sat and 3Sat

The first reductions we present are for problems involving Boolean formulas. A
Boolean formula is a parenthesized expression that is formed from Boolean vari-
ables using Boolean operations, such as OR (+), AND (·), NOT (drawn as a bar
over the negated subexpression), IMPLIES (→), and IF-AND-ONLY-IF (↔). A
Boolean formula is inconjunctive normal form(CNF) if it is formed as a collec-
tion of subexpressions, calledclauses, that are combined using AND, with each
clause formed as the OR of Boolean variables or their negation, calledliterals. For
example, the following Boolean formula is in CNF:

(x1 +x2 +x4+x7)(x3 +x5)(x2 +x4 +x6+x8)(x1 +x3 +x5+x8).

This formula evaluates to 1 ifx2, x3, andx4 are 1, where we use 0 forfalse and
1 for true. CNF is called a “normal” form, because any Boolean formula can be
converted into this form.

CNF-Sat

Problem CNF-SAT takes a Boolean formula in CNF form as input and asks if there
is an assignment of Boolean values to its variables so that the formula evaluates
to 1.

It is easy to show that CNF-SAT is in NP, for, given a Boolean formulaS, we
can construct a simple nondeterministic algorithm that first “guesses” an assign-
ment of Boolean values for the variables inSand then evaluates each clause ofS in
turn. If all the clauses ofSevaluate to 1, thenS is satisfied; otherwise, it is not.

To show that CNF-SAT is NP-hard, we will reduce the CIRCUIT-SAT problem
to it in polynomial time. So, suppose we are given a Boolean circuit,C. Without
loss of generality, we assume that each AND and OR gate has two inputs and each
NOT gate has one input. To begin the construction of a formulaSequivalent toC,
we create a variablexi for each input for the entire circuitC. One might be tempted
to limit the set of variables to just thesexi ’s and immediately start constructing a
formula forC by combining subexpressions for inputs, but in general this approach
will not run in polynomial time. (See Exercise C-13.3.) Instead, we create a vari-
able yi for each output of a gate inC. Then, we create a short formulaBg that
corresponds to each gateg in C as follows:

• If g is an AND gate with inputsa andb (which could be eitherxi ’s or yi ’s)
and outputc, thenBg = (c↔ (a·b)).

• If g is an OR gate with inputsa andb and outputc, thenBg = (c↔ (a+b)).
• If g is a NOT gate with inputa and outputb, thenBg = (b↔ a).

We wish to create our formulaSby taking the AND of all of theseBg’s, but such
a formula would not be in CNF. So our method is to first convert eachBg to be in
CNF, and then combine all of these transformedBg’s by AND operations to define
the CNF formulaS.
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a b c B = (c↔ (a ·b))
1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
1 0 0 1
0 1 1 0
0 1 1 1
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

DNF formula forB = a ·b ·c+a ·b·c+a·b ·c+a·b·c
CNF formula forB = (a+b+c) · (a+b+c) · (a+b+c) · (a+b+c).

Figure 13.4: A truth table for a Boolean formulaB over variablesa, b, andc. The
equivalent formula forB in DNF, and equivalent formula forB in CNF.

To convert a Boolean formulaB into CNF, we construct a truth table forB, as
shown in Figure 13.4. We then construct a short formulaDi for each table row that
evaluates to 0. EachDi consists of the AND of the variables for the table, with the
variable negated if and only if its value in that row is 0. We create a formulaD by
taking the OR of all theDi ’s. Such a formula, which is the OR of formulas that are
the AND of variables or their negation, is said to be indisjunctive normal form,
or DNF. In this case, we have a DNF formulaD that is equivalent toB, since it
evaluates to 1 if and only ifB evaluates to 0. To convertD into a CNF formula for
B, we apply, to eachDi, De Morgan’s Laws, which establish that

(a+b) = a ·b and (a·b) = a+b.

From Figure 13.4, we can replace eachBg that is of the form(c↔ (a·b)), by

(a+b+c)(a+b+c)(a+b+c)(a+b+c),

which is in CNF. Likewise, for eachBg that is of the form(b↔ a), we can replace
Bg by the equivalent CNF formula

(a+b)(a+b).

We leave the CNF substitution for aBg of the form(c↔ (a+b)) as an exercise (R-
13.2). Substituting eachBg in this way results in a CNF formulaS′ that corresponds
exactly to each input and logic gate of the circuit,C. To construct the final Boolean
formula S, then, we defineS= S′ · y, wherey is the variable that is associated
with the output of the gate that defines the value ofC itself. Thus,C is satisfiable
if and only if S is satisfiable. Moreover, the construction fromC to S builds a
constant-sized subexpression for each input and gate ofC; hence, this construction
runs in polynomial time. Therefore, this local-replacement reduction gives us the
following.

Theorem 13.8: CNF-SAT is NP-complete.
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3Sat

Consider the 3SAT problem, which takes a Boolean formulaSthat is in conjunctive
normal form (CNF) with each clause inShaving exactly three literals, and asks if
S is satisfiable. Recall that a Boolean formula is in CNF if it is formed by the AND
of a collection of clauses, each of which is the OR of a set of literals. For example,
the following formula could be an instance of 3SAT:

(x1 +x2+x7)(x3 +x5 +x6)(x2 +x4+x6)(x1 +x5 +x8).

Thus, the 3SAT problem is a restricted version of the CNF-SAT problem. (Note
that we cannot use the restriction form ofNP-hardness proof, however, for this
proof form only works for reducing a restricted version to its more general form.)
In this subsection, we show that 3SAT is NP-complete, using the local replacement
form of proof. Interestingly, the 2SAT problem, where every clause has exactly two
literals, can be solved in polynomial time. (See Exercises C-13.4 and C-13.5.)

Note that 3SAT is in NP, for we can construct a nondeterministic polynomial-
time algorithm that takes a CNF formulaS with 3-literals per clause, guesses an
assignment of Boolean values forS, and then evaluatesSto see if it is equal to 1.

To prove that 3SAT is NP-hard, we reduce the CNF-SAT problem to it in poly-
nomial time. LetC be a given Boolean formula in CNF. We perform the following
local replacement for each clauseCi in C:

• If Ci = (a), that is, it has one term, which may be a negated variable, then we
replaceCi with Si = (a+b+c) · (a+b +c) · (a+b+c) · (a+b+c), where
b andc are new variables not used anywhere else.

• If Ci = (a+ b), that is, it has two terms, then we replaceCi with the sub-
formula Si = (a+ b+ c) · (a+ b+ c), wherec is a new variable not used
anywhere else.

• If Ci = (a+b+c), that is, it has three terms, then we setSi = Ci.

• If Ci = (a1+a2+a3+ · · ·+ak), that is, it hask > 3 terms, then we replaceCi

with Si = (a1+a2+b1) · (b1+a3+b2) · (b2+a4+b3) · · · (bk−3 +ak−1+ak),
whereb1,b2, . . . ,bk−1 are new variables not used anywhere else.

Notice that the value assigned to the newly introduced variables is completely ir-
relevant. No matter what we assign them, the clauseCi is 1 if and only if the small
formula Si is also 1. Thus, the original clauseC is 1 if and only if S is 1. More-
over, note that each clause increases in size by at most a constant factor and that the
computations involved are simple substitutions. Therefore, we have shown how to
reduce an instance of the CNF-SAT problem to an equivalent instance of the 3SAT

problem in polynomial time. This, together with the earlier observation about 3SAT

belonging toNP, gives us the following theorem.

Theorem 13.9: 3SAT is NP-complete.
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13.3.2 Vertex-Cover

Recall from Lemma 13.5 that VERTEX-COVER takes a graphG and an integerk
and asks if there is a vertex cover forG containing at mostk vertices. Formally,
VERTEX-COVER asks if there is a subsetC of vertices of size at mostk, such that
for each edge(v,w), we havev ∈C or w ∈C. We showed, in Lemma 13.5, that
VERTEX-COVER is in NP. The following example motivates this problem.

Example 13.10: Suppose we are given a graphG representing a computer net-
work where vertices represent routers and edges represent physical connections.
Suppose further that we wish to upgrade some of the routers in our network with
special new, but expensive, routers that can perform sophisticated monitoring oper-
ations for incident connections. If we would like to determine ifk new routers are
sufficient to monitor every connection in our network, then we have an instance of
VERTEX-COVER on our hands.

Let us now show that VERTEX-COVER is NP-hard, by reducing the 3SAT prob-
lem to it in polynomial time. This reduction is interesting in two respects. First,
it shows an example of reducing a logic problem to a graph problem. Second, it
illustrates an application of the component design proof technique.

Let Sbe a given instance of the 3SAT problem, that is, a CNF formula such that
each clause has exactly three literals. We construct a graphG and an integerk such
thatG has a vertex cover of size at mostk if and only if S is satisfiable. We begin
our construction by adding the following:

• For each variablexi used in the formulaS, we add two vertices inG, one
that we label withxi and the other we label withxi . We also add the edge
(xi ,xi) to G. (Note: These labels are for our own benefit; after we construct
the graphG we can always relabel vertices with integers if that is what an
instance of the VERTEX-COVER problem should look like.)

Each edge(xi ,xi) is a “truth-setting” component, for, with this edge inG, a vertex
cover must include at least one ofxi or xi . In addition, we add the following:

• For each clauseCi = (a+b+c) in S, we form a triangle consisting of three
vertices,i1, i2, andi3, and three edges,(i1, i2), (i2, i3), and(i3, i1).

Note that any vertex cover will have to include at least two of the vertices in
{i1, i2, i3} for each such triangle. Each such triangle is a “satisfaction-enforcing”
component. We then connect these two types of components, by adding, for each
clauseCi = (a+b+c), the edges(i1,a), (i2,b), and(i3,c). (See Figure 13.5.) Fi-
nally, we set the integer parameterk = n+2m, wheren is the number of variables
in Sandm is the number of clauses. Thus, if there is a vertex cover of size at most
k, it must have size exactlyk. This completes the construction of an instance of the
VERTEX-COVER problem.
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Figure 13.5: Example graphG as an instance of the VERTEX-COVER problem
constructed from the formulaS= (x1 +x2 +x3) · (x1 +x2 +x3) · (x2 +x3 +x4).

This construction clearly runs in polynomial time, so let us consider its correct-
ness. Suppose there is an assignment of Boolean values to variables inSso thatS
is satisfied. From the graphG constructed fromS, we can build a subset of vertices
C that contains each literala (in a truth-setting component) that is assigned 1 by
the satisfying assignment. Likewise, for each clauseCi = (a+ b+ c), the satisfy-
ing assignment sets at least one ofa, b, or c to 1. Whichever one ofa, b, or c is
1 (picking arbitrarily if there are ties), we include the other two in our subsetC.
ThisC is of sizen+ 2m. Moreover, notice that each edge in a truth-setting com-
ponent and clause-satisfying component is covered, and two of every three edges
incident on a clause-satisfying component are also covered. In addition, notice that
an edge incident to a component associated clauseCi that is not covered by a vertex
in the component must be covered by the node inC labeled with a literal, for the
corresponding literal inCi is 1.

Suppose then the converse, namely that there is a vertex coverC of size at most
n+2m. By construction, this set must have size exactlyn+2m, for it must contain
one vertex from each truth-setting component and two vertices from each clause-
satisfying component. This leaves one edge incident to a clause-satisfying compo-
nent that is not covered by a vertex in the clause-satisfying component; hence, this
edge must be covered by the other endpoint, which is labeled with a literal. Thus,
we can assign the literal inS associated with this node 1 and each clause inS is
satisfied; hence, all ofS is satisfied. Therefore,S is satisfiable if and only ifG has
a vertex cover of size at mostk. This gives us the following.

Theorem 13.11: VERTEX-COVER is NP-complete.

As mentioned before, the above reduction illustrates the component design
technique. We constructed truth-setting and clause-satisfying components in our
graphG to enforce important properties in the clauseS.
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13.3.3 Clique and Set-Cover

As with the VERTEX-COVER problem, there are several problems that involve se-
lecting a subset of objects from a larger set so as to optimize the size the subset can
have while still satisfying an important property. In this subsection, we study two
more such problems, CLIQUE and SET-COVER.

Clique

A clique in a graphG is a subsetC of vertices such that, for eachv andw in C, with
v 6= w, (v,w) is an edge. That is, there is an edge between every pair of distinct
vertices inC. Problem CLIQUE takes a graphG and an integerk as input and asks
whether there is a clique inG of size at leastk.

We leave as a simple exercise (R-13.7) to show that CLIQUE is in NP. To show
CLIQUE is NP-hard, we reduce the VERTEX-COVER problem to it. Therefore, let
(G,k) be an instance of the VERTEX-COVER problem. For the CLIQUE problem,
we construct the complement graphGc, which has the same vertex set asG, but has
the edge(v,w), with v 6= w, if and only if (v,w) is not inG. We define the integer
parameter for CLIQUE as n− k, wherek is the integer parameter for VERTEX-
COVER. This construction runs in polynomial time and serves as a reduction, for
Gc has a clique of size at leastn− k if and only if G has a vertex cover of size at
mostk. (See Figure 13.6.)

(a) (b)

Figure 13.6: A graphG illustrating the proof that CLIQUE is NP-hard. (a) Shows
the graphG with the nodes of a clique of size 5 shaded in grey. (b) Shows the graph
Gc with the nodes of a vertex cover of size 3 shaded in grey.

Therefore, we have the following.

Theorem 13.12: CLIQUE is NP-complete.

Note how simple the above proof by local replacement is. Interestingly, the next
reduction, which is also based on the local replacement technique, is even simpler.
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Set-Cover

Problem SET-COVER takes a collection ofm setsS1, S2, . . ., Sm and an integer
parameterk as input, and asks whether there is a subcollection ofk setsSi1, Si2, . . .,
Sik, such that

m[

i=1

Si =
k[

j=1

Si j .

That is, the union of the subcollection ofk sets includes every element in the union
of the originalmsets.

We leave it to an exercise (R-13.14) to show SET-COVER is in NP. As to the
reduction, we note that we can define an instance of SET-COVER from an instance
G andk of VERTEX-COVER. Namely, for each each vertexv of G, there is setSv,
which contains the edges ofG incident onv. Clearly, there is a set cover among
these setsSv’s of sizek if and only if there is a vertex cover of sizek in G. (See
Figure 13.7.)
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S1 = {a,b,c,m,d,e}
S2 = {e,h,o,n, i}
S3 = {a, f}
S4 = { j,m}
S5 = {b, j, l ,n,k,g}
S6 = {g,c, i}
S7 = {k,m}
S8 = {d,o, l}

(a) (b)

Figure 13.7: A graph G illustrating the proof that SET-COVER is NP-hard. The
vertices are numbered 1 through 8 and the edges are given letter labelsa through
o. (a) Shows the graphG with the nodes of a vertex cover of size 3 shaded in grey.
(b) Shows the sets associated with each vertex inG, with the subscript of each set
identifying the associated vertex. Note thatS1∪S2∪S5 contains all the edges ofG.

Thus, we have the following.

Theorem 13.13: SET-COVER is NP-complete.

This reduction illustrates how easily we can covert a graph problem into a set
problem. In the next subsection we show how we can actually reduce graph prob-
lems to number problems.
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13.3.4 Subset-Sum and Knapsack

Some hard problems involve only numbers. In such cases, we must take extra care
to use the size of the input in bits, for some numbers can be very large. To clarify
the role that the size of numbers can make, researchers say that a problemL is
strongly NP-hardif L remainsNP-hard even when we restrict the value of each
number in the input to be bounded by a polynomial in the size (in bits) of the input.
An input x of sizen would satisfy this condition, for example, if each numberi in x
was represented usingO(logn) bits. Interestingly, the number problems we study
in this section are not stronglyNP-hard. (See Exercises C-13.12 and C-13.13.)

Subset-Sum

In the SUBSET-SUM problem, we are given a setSof n integers and an integerk,
and we are asked if there is a subset of integers inS that sum tok. This problem
could arise, for example, as in the following.

Example 13.14: Suppose we have an Internet web server, and we are presented
with a collection of download requests. For each each download request we can
easily determine the size of the requested file. Thus, we can abstract each web
request simply as an integer—the size of the requested file. Given this set of in-
tegers, we might be interested in determining a subset of them that exactly sums
to the bandwidth our server can accommodate in one minute. Unfortunately, this
problem is an instance ofSUBSET-SUM. Moreover, because it isNP-complete,
this problem will actually become harder to solve as our web server’s bandwidth
and request-handling ability improves.

SUBSET-SUM might at first seem easy, and indeed showing it belongs toNP
is straightforward. (See Exercise R-13.15.) Unfortunately, it isNP-complete, as
we now show. LetG andk be given as an instance of the VERTEX-COVER prob-
lem. Number the vertices ofG from 1 to n and the edgesG from 1 to m, and
construct theincidence matrixH for G, defined so thatH[i, j] = 1 if and only if the
edge numberedj is incident on the vertex numberedi; otherwise,H[i, j] = 0. (See
Figure 13.8.)

We useH to define some admittedly large (but still polynomial-sized) numbers
to use as inputs to the SUBSET-SUM problem. Namely, for each rowi of H, which
encodes all the edges incident on vertexi, we construct the number

ai = 4m+1 +
m

∑
j=1

H[i, j]4 j .

Note that this number adds in a different power of 4 for each 1-entry in theith row
of H[i, j], plus a larger power of 4 for good measure. The collection ofai ’s defines
an “incidence component” to our reduction, for each power of 4 in anai , except for
the largest, corresponds to a possible incidence between vertexi and some edge.
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H 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
a 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
b 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
c 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
d 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
e 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
f 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
g 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
h 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
i 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
j 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
k 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
l 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
m 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
n 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
o 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

(a) (b)

Figure 13.8: A graphG illustrating the proof that SUBSET-SUM is NP-hard. The
vertices are numbered 1 through 8 and the edges are given letter labelsa througho.
(a) Shows the graphG; (b) shows the incidence matrixH for G. Note that there is
a 1 for each edge in one or more of the columns for vertices 1, 2, and 5.

In addition to the above incidence component, we also define an “edge-covering
component,” where, for each edgej, we define a number

bj = 4 j .

We then set the sum we wish to attain with a subset of these numbers as

k ′ = k4m+1 +
m

∑
j=1

2·4 j ,

wherek is the integer parameter for the VERTEX-COVER instance.
Let us consider, then, how this reduction, which clearly runs in polynomial

time, actually works. Suppose graphG has a vertex coverC = {i1, i2, . . . , ik}, of
sizek. Then we can construct a set of values adding tok ′ by taking everyai with an
index inC, that is, eachair for r = 1,2, . . . ,k. In addition, for each edge numbered
j in G, if only one of j ’s endpoints is included inC, then we also includebj in
our subset. This set of numbers sums tok ′, for it includesk values of 4m+1 plus 2
values of each 4j (either from twoair ’s such that this edge has both endpoints inC
or from oneair and onebj if C contains just one endpoint of edgej).

Suppose there is a subset of numbers that sums tok ′. Sincek ′ containsk values
of 4m+1, it must include exactlyk ai ’s. Let us include vertexi in our cover for each
suchai . Such a set is a cover, for each edgej, which corresponds to a power 4j ,
must contribute two values to this sum. Since only one value can come from abj ,
one must have come from at least one of the chosenai ’s. Thus, we have:

Theorem 13.15: SUBSET-SUM is NP-complete.
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Knapsack

In the KNAPSACK problem, illustrated in Figure 13.9, we are given a setSof items,
numbered 1 ton. Each itemi has an integer size,si , and worth,wi. We are also
given two integer parameters,s, andw, and are asked if there is a subset,T, of S
such that

∑
i∈T

si ≤ s, and ∑
i∈T

wi ≥ w.

Problem KNAPSACK defined above is the decision version of the optimization
problem “0-1 knapsack” discussed in Section 5.3.3.

We can motivate the KNAPSACK problem with the following Internet applica-
tion.

Example 13.16: Suppose we haves widgets that we are interested in selling at
an Internet auction web site. A prospective buyeri can bid on multiple lots by
saying that he or she is interested in buyingsi widgets at a total price ofwi dollars.
If multiple-lot requests, such as this, cannot be broken up (that is, buyeri wants
exactly si widgets), then determining if we can earnw dollars from this auction
gives rise to theKNAPSACK problem. (If lots can be broken up, then our auction
optimization problem gives rise to the fractional knapsack problem, which can be
solved efficiently using the greedy method of Section 5.1.1.)

The KNAPSACK problem is inNP, for we can construct a nondeterministic
polynomial-time algorithm that guesses the items to place in our subsetT and then
verifies that they do not violate thesandw constraints, respectively.

KNAPSACK is alsoNP-hard, as it actually contains the SUBSET-SUM problem
as a special case. In particular, any instance of numbers given for the SUBSET-
SUM problem can correspond to the items for an instance of KNAPSACK with each
wi = si set to a value in the SUBSET-SUM instance and the targets for the sizesand
worth w both equal tok, wherek is the integer we wish to sum to for the SUBSET-
SUM problem. Thus, by the restriction proof technique, we have the following.

Theorem 13.17: KNAPSACK is NP-complete.

7
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2

3
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 s

L

Figure 13.9: A geometric view of the KNAPSACK problem. Given a lineL of length
s, and a collection ofn rectangles, can we translate a subset of the rectangles to
have their bottom edge onL so that the total area of the rectangles touchingL is at
leastw? Thus, the width of rectanglei is si and its area iswi.
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13.3.5 Hamiltonian-Cycle and TSP

The last twoNP-complete problems we consider involve the search for certain
kinds of cycles in a graph. Such problems are useful for optimizing the travel of
robots and printer-plotters, for example.

Hamiltonian-Cycle

Recall, from Lemma 13.3, that HAMILTONIAN -CYCLE is the problem that takes a
graphG and asks if there is a cycle inG that visits each vertex inG exactly once,
returning to its starting vertex. (See Figure 13.10a.) Also recall, from Lemma 13.3,
that HAMILTONIAN -CYCLE is in NP. To show that this problem isNP-complete,
we will reduce VERTEX-COVER to it, using a component design type of reduction.

ve,bot

ve,top

we,bot

we,top

(a) (b)

Figure 13.10: Illustrating the HAMILTONIAN -CYCLE problem and itsNP-
completeness proof. (a) Shows an example graph with a Hamiltonian cycle
shown in bold. (b) Illustrates a cover-enforcer subgraphHe used to show that
HAMILTONIAN -CYCLE is NP-hard.

Let G and k be a given instance of the VERTEX-COVER problem. We will
construct a graphH that has a Hamiltonian cycle if and only ifG has a vertex
cover of sizek. We begin by including a set ofk initially disconnected vertices
X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xk} to H. This set of vertices will serve as a “cover-choosing”
component, for they will serve to identify which nodes ofG should be included
in a vertex cover. In addition, for each edgee = (v,w) in G we create a “cover-
enforcer” subgraphHe in H. This subgraphHe has 12 vertices and 14 edges as
shown in Figure 13.10b.

Six of the vertices in the cover-enforcerHe for e= (v,w) correspond tov and
the other six correspond tow. Moreover, we label two vertices in cover-enforcerHe

corresponding tov asve,top andve,bot, and we label two vertices inHe corresponding
to w aswe,top andwe,bot. These are the only vertices inHe that will be connected to
any other vertices inH outside ofHe.
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(a) (c)(b)

Figure 13.11: The three possible ways that a Hamiltonian cycle can visit the edges
in a cover-enforcerHe.

Thus, a Hamiltonian cycle can visit the nodes ofHe in only one of three possible
ways, as shown in Figure 13.11.

We join the important vertices in each cover-enforcerHe to other vertices inH
in two ways, one that corresponds to the cover-choosing component and one that
corresponds to the cover-enforcing component. For the cover-choosing component,
we add an edge from each vertex inX to every vertexve,top and every vertexve,bot.
That is, we add 2knedges toH, wheren is the number of vertices inG.

For the cover-enforcing component, we consider each vertexv in G in turn. For
each suchv, let {e1,e2, . . . ,ed(v)} be a listing of the edges ofG that are incident
uponv. We use this listing to create edges inH by joining vei ,bot in Hei to vei+1,top

in Hei+1, for i = 1,2, . . . ,d−1. (See Figure 13.12.) We refer to theHei components
joined in this way as belonging to thecovering threadfor v. This completes the
construction of the graphH. Note that this computation runs in polynomial time in
the size ofG.

We claim thatG has a vertex cover of sizek if and only if H has a Hamiltonian
cycle. Suppose, first, thatG has a vertex cover of sizek. Let C = {vi1,vi2, . . . ,vik}
be such a cover. We construct a Hamiltonian cycle inH, by connecting a series of
pathsPj , where eachPj starts atxj and ends atxj+1, for j = 1,2, . . . ,k−1, except
for the last pathPk, which starts atxk and ends atx1. We form such a pathPj as
follows. Start withxj , and then visit the entire covering thread forvi j in H, returning
to xj+1 (or x1 if j = k). For each cover-enforcer subgraphHe in the covering thread
for vi j , which is visited in thisPj , we write, without loss of generality,eas(vi j ,w).
If w is not also inC, then we visit thisHe as in Figure 13.11a or Figure 13.11c (with
respect tovi j ). Instead, ifw is also inC, then we visit thisHe as in Figure 13.11b.
In this way we will visit each vertex inH exactly once, sinceC is a vertex cover for
G. Thus, this cycle we construct is in fact a Hamiltonian cycle.

Suppose, conversely, thatH has a Hamiltonian cycle. Since this cycle must
visit all the vertices inX, we break this cycle up intok paths,P1, P2, . . ., Pk, each
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ed(v)

v

e1
e2

e3

(a) (b)

v
ed(v),bot

v
ed(v),top

v
e1,top

v
e2,top

v
e3,top

v
e1,bot

v
e2,bot

v
e3,bot

Figure 13.12: Connecting the cover-enforcers. (a) A vertexv in G and its set of
incident edges{e1,e2, . . . ,ed(v)}. (b) The connections made between theHei ’s in H
for the edges incident uponv.

of which starts and ends at a vertex inX. Moreover, by the structure of the cover-
enforcer subgraphsHe and the way that we connected them, eachPj must traverse
a portion (possibly all) of a covering thread for a vertexv in G. LetC be the set of
all such vertices inG. Since the Hamiltonian cycle must include the vertices from
every cover-enforcerHe and every such subgraph must be traversed in a way that
corresponds to one (or both) ofe’s endpoints,C must be a vertex cover inG.

Therefore,G has a vertex cover of sizek if and only if H has a Hamiltonian
cycle. This gives us the following.

Theorem 13.18: HAMILTONIAN -CYCLE is NP-complete.

TSP

In the traveling salesperson problem, or language TSP, we are given an integer
parameterk and a graphG, such that each edgee in G is assigned an integer cost
c(e), and we are asked if there is a cycle inG that visits all the vertices inG
(possibly more than once) and has total cost at mostk. Showing that TSP is in
NP is as easy as guessing a sequence of vertices and then verifying that it forms
a cycle of cost at mostk in G. Showing that TSP isNP-complete is also easy, as
it contains the HAMILTONIAN -CYCLE problem as a special case. Namely, given
an instanceG of the HAMILTONIAN -CYCLE problem, we can create an instance of
TSP by assigning each edge inG the costc(e) = 1 and setting the integer parameter
k = n, wheren is the number of vertices inG. Therefore, using the restriction form
of reduction, we get the following.

Theorem 13.19: TSPis NP-complete.
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13.4 Approximation Algorithms

One way of dealing withNP-completeness for optimization problems is to use
an approximation algorithm. Such an algorithm typically runs much faster than
an algorithm that strives for an exact solution, but it is not guaranteed to find the
best solution. In this section, we study methods for constructing and analyzing
approximation algorithms for hard optimization problems.

The general situation is that we have some problem instancex, which could be
an encoding of a set of numbers, a graph, etc., as discussed above. In addition, for
the problem we are interested in solving forx, there will often be a large number of
feasiblesolutions forx, which define a setF of such feasible solutions.

We also have a cost function,c, that determines a numeric costc(S) for any
solutionS∈ F . In the general optimization problem, we are interested in finding a
solutionS in F , such that

c(S) = OPT= min{c(T):T ∈ F}.
That is, we want a solution with minimum cost. We could also formulate a maxi-
mization version of the optimization problem, as well, which would simply involve
replacing the above “min” with “max.” To keep the discussion in this section sim-
ple, however, we will typically take the view that, unless otherwise stated, our
optimization goal is a minimization.

The goal of an approximation algorithm is to come as close to the optimum
value as possible in a reasonable amount of time. As we have been doing for this
entire chapter, we take the view in this section that a reasonable amount of time is
at most polynomial time.

Ideally, we would like to provide a guarantee of how close an approximation
algorithm comes to the optimal value,OPT. We say that aδ-approximationalgo-
rithm for a particular optimization problem is an algorithm that returns a feasible
solutionS(that is,S∈ F), such that

c(S)≤ δOPT,

for a minimization problem. For a maximization problem, aδ-approximation algo-
rithm would guaranteeOPT≤ δc(S). Or, in general, we have

δ≤max{c(S)/OPT, OPT/c(S)}.
In the remainder of this section, we study problems for which we can constructδ-
approximation algorithms for various values ofδ. We begin with the ideal situation
as far as approximation factors are concerned.
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13.4.1 Polynomial-Time Approximation Schemes

There are some problems for which we can constructδ-approximation algorithms
that run in polynomial-time withδ = 1+ ε, for any fixed valueε > 0. The running
time of such a collection of algorithms depends both onn, the size of the input,
and also on the fixed valueε. We refer to such a collection of algorithms as a
polynomial-time approximation scheme, or PTAS. When we have a polynomial-
time approximation scheme for a given optimization problem, we can tune our
performance guarantee based on how much time we can afford to spend. Ideally,
the running time is polynomial in bothn and 1/ε, in which case we have afully
polynomial-time approximation scheme.

Polynomial-time approximation schemes take advantage of a property that some
hard problems possess, namely, that they are rescalable. A problem is said to be
rescalableif an instancex of the problem can be transformed into an equivalent in-
stancex′ (that is, one with the same optimal solution) by scaling the cost function,
c. For example, TSP is rescalable. Given an instanceG of TSP, we can construct
an equivalent instanceG′ by multiplying the distance between every pair of ver-
tices by a scaling factors. The traveling salesperson tour inG′ will be the same as
in G, although its cost will now be multiplied bys.

A Fully Polynomial-Time Approximation Scheme for Knapsack

To be more concrete, let us give a fully polynomial approximation scheme for the
optimization version of a well-known problem, KNAPSACK (Sections 5.1.1 and
13.3.4). In the optimization version of this problem, we are given a setSof items,
numbered 1 ton, together with a size constraint,s. Each itemi in S is given an
integer size,si , and worth,wi , and we are asked to find a subset,T, of S, such that
T maximizes the worth

w = ∑
i∈T

wi while satisfying ∑
i∈T

si ≤ s.

We desire a PTAS that produces a(1+ ε)-approximation, for any given fixed con-
stantε. That is, such an algorithm should find a subsetT ′ satisfying the size con-
straint such that if we definew′ = ∑i∈T ′ wi , then

OPT≤ (1+ ε)w′,

whereOPT is the optimal worth summation, taken over all possible subsets satis-
fying the total size constraint. To prove that this inequality holds, we will actually
prove that

w′ ≥ (1− ε/2)OPT,

for 0 < ε < 1. This will be sufficient, however, since, for any fixed 0< ε < 1,

1
1− ε/2

< 1+ ε.
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To derive a PTAS for KNAPSACK, we take advantage of the fact that this prob-
lem is rescalable. Suppose we are given a value ofε with 0 < ε < 1. Let wmax

denote the maximum worth of any item inS. Without loss of generality, we assume
that the size of each item is at mosts (for an item larger than this could not fit in
the knapsack). Thus, the item with worthwmax defines a lower bound for the opti-
mal value. That is,wmax≤ OPT. Likewise, we can define an upper bound on the
optimal solution by noting that the knapsack can at most contain alln items inS,
each of which has worth at mostwmax. Thus,OPT≤ nwmax. To take advantage of
the rescalability of KNAPSACK, we round each worth valuewi to wi

′, the nearest
smaller multiple ofM = εwmax/2n. Let us denote the rounded version ofSasS′,
and let us also useOPT′ to denote the solution for this rounded versionS′. Note
that, by simple substitution,OPT≤ 2n2M/ε. Moreover,OPT′ ≤ OPT, since we
rounded every worth value inSdown to formS′. Thus,OPT′ ≤ 2n2M/ε.

Therefore, let us turn to our solution for the rounded versionS′ of the KNAP-
SACK problem forS. Since every worth value inS′ is a multiple ofM, any achiev-
able worth of a collection of items taken fromS′ is also a multiple ofM. Moreover,
there are justN = d2n2/εe such multiples that need to be considered, because of
the upper bound onOPT′. We can use dynamic programming (Section 5.3) to con-
struct an efficient algorithm for finding the optimal worth forS′. In particular, let
us define the parameter,

s[i, j] = the size of the smallest set of items in{1,2, . . . , j} with worth iM .

The key insight to the design of a dynamic programming algorithm for solving the
rounded KNAPSACK problem is the observation that we can write

s[i, j] = min{s[i, j−1], sj +s[i− (wj
′/M), j−1]},

for i = 1,2, . . . ,N, and j = 1,2, . . . ,n. (See Figure 13.13.)

i

j - 1 j

i - (w'j /M)

+ sj

s

min

Figure 13.13: Illustration of the equation fors[i, j] used in the dynamic program for
the scaled version of KNAPSACK.
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The above equation fors[i, j] follows from the fact that itemj will either con-
tribute or not contribute to the smallest way of achieving worthiM from the items
in {1,2, . . . , j}. In addition, note that for the base case,j = 0, when no items at all
are included in the knapsack, then

s[i,0] = +∞,

for i = 1,2, . . . ,N. That is, such a size is undefined. In addition,

s[0, j] = 0,

for j = 1,2, . . . ,n, since we can always achieve worth 0 by including no items in
the knapsack. The optimal value is defined by

OPT′ = max{iM :s[i,n] ≤ s}.
This is the value that is output by our PTAS algorithm.

Analysis of the PTAS for Knapsack

We can easily convert the above description into a dynamic programming algorithm
that computesOPT′ in O(n3/ε) time. Such an algorithm gives us the value of an
optimal solution, but we can easily translate the dynamic programming algorithm
for computing the size into one for the actual set of items.

Let us consider, then, how good an approximationOPT′ is for OPT. Recall
that we reduced the worthwi of each itemi by at mostM = εwmax/2n. Thus,

OPT′ ≥OPT− εwmax/2,

since the optimal solution can contain at mostn items. SinceOPT≥ wmax, this in
turn implies that

OPT′ ≥OPT− εOPT/2 = (1− ε/2)OPT.

Thus, OPT≤ (1+ ε)OPT′, which was what we wished to prove. The running
time of our approximation algorithm isO(n3/ε). Our scheme of designing an effi-
cient algorithm for any givenε > 0 gives rise to a fully polynomial approximation
scheme, since the running time is polynomial in bothn and 1/ε. This fact gives us
the following.

Theorem 13.20: The KNAPSACK optimization problem has a fully polynomial
approximation scheme that achieves a(1+ ε)-approximation factor inO(n3/ε)
time, wheren is the number of items in theKNAPSACK instance and0 < ε < 1
is a given fixed constant.
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13.4.2 A 2-Approximation for Vertex-Cover

It is not always possible to design a polynomial-time approximation scheme for a
hard problem, let alone a fully polynomial-time approximation scheme. In such
cases, we would still like good approximations, of course, but we will have to
settle for an approximation factor that is not arbitrarily close to 1, as we had in
the previous subsection. In this subsection, we describe how we can achieve a
2-approximation algorithm for a well-knownNP-complete problem, the VERTEX-
COVER problem (Section 13.3.2). In the optimization version of this problem, we
are given a graphG and we are asked to produce the smallest setC that is a vertex
cover forG, that is, such that every edge inG is incident on some vertex inC.

Our approximation algorithm is based on the greedy method, and is rather sim-
ple. It involves picking an edge in the graph, adding both its endpoints to the cover,
and then deleting this edge and its incident edges from the graph. The algorithm
repeats this process until no edges are left. We give the details for this approach in
Algorithm 13.14.

Algorithm VertexCoverApprox(G):
Input: A graphG
Output: A small vertex coverC for G

C←∅
while G still has edgesdo

select an edgee= (v,w) of G
add verticesv andw toC
for each edgef incident tov or w do

removef from G
return C

Algorithm 13.14: A 2-approximation algorithm for VERTEX-COVER.

We leave the details of how to implement this algorithm inO(n+ m) time
as a simple exercise (R-13.18). Let us consider, then, why this algorithm is a 2-
approximation. First, observe that each edgee= (v,w) selected by the algorithm,
and used to addv andw toC, must be covered in any vertex cover. That is, any ver-
tex cover forG must containv or w (possibly both). The approximation algorithm
adds bothv andw to C in such a case. When the approximation algorithm com-
pletes, there are no uncovered edges left inG, for we remove all the edges covered
by the verticesv andw when we add them toC. Thus,C forms a vertex cover of
G. Moreover, the size ofC is at most twice that of an optimal vertex cover forG,
since, for every two vertices we add toC, one of these vertices must belong to the
optimal cover. Therefore, we have the following.

Theorem 13.21: Given a graph withnvertices andmedges, the optimization ver-
sion of VERTEX-COVER has a2-approximation algorithm takingO(n+m) time.
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13.4.3 A 2-Approximation for a Special Case of TSP

In the optimization version of the traveling salesperson problem, or TSP, we are
given a weighted graphG, such that each edgee in G has an integer weightc(e),
and we are asked to find a minimum-weight cycle inG that visits all vertices inG.
In this section we describe a simple 2-approximation algorithm for a special case
of the TSP optimization problem.

The Triangle Inequality

Consider an instance of TSP such that the edge weights satisfy thetriangle in-
equality. That is, for any three edges(u,v), (v,w), and(u,w) in G, we have

c((u,v))+c((v,w)) ≥ c((u,w)),

Also, suppose that every pair of vertices inG is connected by an edge, that is,G
is a complete graph. These properties, which hold for any distance metric, imply
that the optimal tour ofG will visit each vertex exactly once; hence, let us consider
only Hamiltonian cycles as possible solutions of TSP.

The Approximation Algorithm

Our approximation algorithm takes advantage of the above properties ofG to design
a very simple TSP approximation algorithm, which has just three steps. In the first
step we construct a minimum-spanning tree,M, of G (Section 7.3). In the second
step we construct an Euler-tour traversal,E, of M, that is, a traversal ofM that
starts and ends at the same vertex and traverses each edge ofM exactly once in
each direction (Section 2.3.3). In the third step we construct a tourT from E by
marching through the edges ofE, but each time we have two edges(u,v) and(v,w)
in E, such thatv has already been visited, we replace these two edges by the edge
(u,w) and continue. In essence, we are constructingT as a a preorder traversal of
M. This three-step algorithm clearly runs in polynomial-time. (See Figure 13.15.)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 13.15: Example run of the approximation algorithm for TSP for a graph
satisfying the triangle inequality: (a) a setSof points in the plane, with Euclidean
distance defining the costs of the edges (not shown); (b) the minimum-spanning
tree,M, for S, (c) an Euler tour,E, of M; (d) the approximate TSP tour,T.
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Analysis of the TSP Approximation Algorithm

The analysis of why this algorithm achieves an approximation factor of 2 is also
simple. Let us extend our notation so thatc(H) denotes the total weight of the
edges in a subgraphH of G. Let T ′ be the optimal tour for the graphG. If we
delete any edge fromT ′ we get a path, which is, of course, also a spanning tree.
Thus,

c(M)≤ c(T ′).

We can also easily relate the cost ofE to that ofM, as

c(E) = 2c(M),

since the Euler tourE visits each edge ofM exactly once in each direction. Finally,
note that, by the triangle inequality, when we construct our tourT, each time we
replace two edges(u,v) and(v,w) with the edge(u,w), we do not increase the cost
of the tour. That is,

c(T)≤ c(E).

Therefore, we have

c(T)≤ 2c(T ′).

(See Figure 13.16.)

Euler tour E of MST MOutput tour T Optimal tour T '
(twice the cost of M) (at least the cost of MST M)(at most the cost of E)

Figure 13.16: Illustrating the proof that MST-based algorithm is a 2-approximation
for the TSP optimization problem.

We may summarize this discussion as follows.

Theorem 13.22: If a weighted graphG is complete and has edge weights satis-
fying the triangle inequality, then there is a2-approximation algorithm for theTSP
optimization problem forG that runs in polynomial time.

This theorem depends heavily on the fact that the cost function on the graphG
satisfies the triangle inequality. In fact, without this assumption, no constant-factor
approximation algorithm for the optimization version of TSP exists that runs in
polynomial time, unlessP = NP. (See Exercise C-13.14.)
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13.4.4 A Logarithmic Approximation for Set-Cover

There are some cases when achieving even a constant-factor approximation in poly-
nomial time is difficult. In this section, we study one of the best known of such
problems, the SET-COVER problem (Section 13.3.3). In the optimization version
of this problem, we are given a collection of setsS1,S2, . . . ,Sm, whose union is a
universeU of sizen, and we are asked to find the smallest integerk, such that there
is a subcollection ofk setsSi1,Si2, . . . ,Sik with

U =
m[

i=1

Si =
k[

j=1

Si j .

Although it is difficult to find a constant-factor approximation algorithm that runs in
polynomial time for this problem, we can design an efficient algorithm that has an
approximation factor ofO(logn). As with several other approximation algorithms
for hard problems, this algorithm is based on the greedy method (Section 5.1).

A Greedy Approach

Our algorithm selects setsSi j one at a time, each time selecting the set that has the
most uncovered elements. When every element inU is covered, we are done. We
give a simple pseudo-code description in Algorithm 13.17.

Algorithm SetCoverApprox(S):
Input: A collectionSof setsS1,S2, . . . ,Sm whose union isU
Output: A small set coverC for S

C←∅ {The set cover we are building}
E←∅ {The set of covered elements fromU}
while E 6= U do

select a setSi that has the maximum number of uncovered elements
addSi toC
E← E∪Si

ReturnC.

Algorithm 13.17: An approximation algorithm for SET-COVER.

This algorithm runs in polynomial time. (See Exercise R-13.19.)

Analyzing the Greedy Set-Cover Algorithm

To analyze the approximation factor of the above greedy SET-COVER algorithm,
we will use an amortization argument based on a charging scheme (Section 1.5).
Namely, each time our approximation algorithm selects a setSj we will charge the
elements ofSj for its selection.
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Specifically, consider the moment in our algorithm when a setSj is added to
C, and letk be the number of previously uncovered elements inSj . We must pay
a total charge of 1 to add this set toC, so we charge each previously uncovered
elementi of Sj a charge of

c(i) = 1/k.

Thus, the total size of our cover is equal to the total charges made by our algorithm.
That is,

|C|= ∑
i∈U

c(i).

To prove an approximation bound, we will consider the charges made to the
elements in each subsetSj that belongs to an optimal cover,C ′. So, suppose that
Sj belongs toC ′. Let us writeSj = {x1,x2, . . . ,xnj} so thatSj ’s elements are listed
in the order in which they are covered by our algorithm (we break ties arbitrarily).
Now, consider the iteration in whichx1 is first covered. At that moment,Sj has not
yet been selected; hence, whichever set is selected must have at leastnj uncovered
elements. Thus,x1 is charged at most 1/nj . So let us consider, then, the moment
our algorithm charges an elementxl of Sj . In the worst case, we will have not
yet chosenSj (indeed, our algorithm may never choose thisSj ). Whichever set is
chosen in this iteration has, in the worst case, at leastnj− l +1 uncovered elements;
hence,xl is charged at most 1/(nj − l +1). Therefore, the total amount charged to
all the elements ofSj is at most

nj

∑
l=1

1
nl − l +1

=
nj

∑
l=1

1
l
,

which is the familiar Harmonic number,Hni . It is well known (for example, see
the Appendix) thatHnj is O(lognj). Let c(Sj ) denote the total charges given to all
the elements of a setSj that belongs to the optimal coverC ′. Our charging scheme
implies thatc(Sj ) is O(lognj). Thus, summing over the sets ofC ′, we obtain

∑
Sj∈C′

c(Sj ) ≤ ∑
Sj∈C′

blognj

≤ b|C ′| logn,

for some constantb≥ 1. But, sinceC ′ is a set cover,

∑
i∈U

c(i) ≤ ∑
Sj∈C′

c(Sj)

Therefore,

|C| ≤ b|C ′| logn.

This fact gives us the following result.

Theorem 13.23: The optimization version of theSET-COVER problem has an
O(logn)-approximation polynomial-time algorithm for finding a cover of a collec-
tion of sets whose union is a universe of sizen.
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13.5 Backtracking and Branch-and-Bound

In the above sections, we showed many problems to beNP-complete. Thus, unless
P = NP, which the vast majority of computer scientists believes is not true, it is
impossible to solve any of these problems in polynomial time. Nevertheless, many
of these problems arise in real-life applications where solutions to them need to be
found, even if finding these solutions may take a long time. Thus, in this section,
we address techniques for dealing withNP-completeness that have shown much
promise in practice. These techniques allow us to design algorithms that can find
solutions to hard problems, often in a reasonable amount of time. In this section,
we study the methods ofbacktrackingandbranch-and-bound.

13.5.1 Backtracking

The backtracking design pattern is a way to build an algorithm for some hard prob-
lemL. Such an algorithm searches through a large, possibly even exponential-size,
set of possibilities in a systematic way. The search strategy is typically optimized
to avoid symmetries in problem instances forL and to traverse the search space so
as to find an “easy” solution forL if such a solution exists.

Thebacktrackingtechnique takes advantage of the inherent structure that many
NP-complete problems possess. Recall that acceptance for an instancex in a prob-
lem in NP can be verified in polynomial time given a polynomial-sized certificate.
Oftentimes, this certificate consists of a set of “choices,” such as the values assigned
to a collection of Boolean variables, a subset of vertices in a graph to include in a
special set, or a set of objects to include in a knapsack. Likewise, the verification
for a certificate often involves a simple test of whether or not the certificate demon-
strates a successful configuration forx, such as satisfying a formula, covering all
the edges in a graph, or conforming to certain performance criteria. In such cases,
we can use thebacktrackingalgorithm, given in Algorithm 13.18, to systematically
search for a solution to our problem, if such a problem exists.

The backtracking algorithm traverses through possible “search paths” to locate
solutions or “dead ends.” The configuration at the end of such a path consists of
a pair (x,y), wherex is the remaining subproblem to be solved andy is the set
of choices that have been made to get to this subproblem from the original prob-
lem instance. Initially, we give the backtracking algorithm the pair(x,∅), where
x is our original problem instance. Anytime the backtracking algorithm discovers
that a configuration(x,y) cannot lead to a valid solution no matter how additional
choices are made, then it cuts off all future searches from this configuration and
“backtracks” to another configuration. In fact, this approach gives the backtracking
algorithm its name.
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Algorithm Backtrack(x):
Input: A problem instancex for a hard problem
Output: A solution forx or “no solution” if none exists

F ←{(x,∅)}. {F is the “frontier” set of subproblem configurations}
while F 6= ∅ do

select fromF the most “promising” configuration(x,y)
expand(x,y) by making a small set of additional choices
let (x1,y1), (x2,y2), . . ., (xk,yk) be the set of new configurations.
for each new configuration(xi ,yi) do

perform a simple consistency check on(xi ,yi)
if the check returns “solution found”then

return the solution derived from(xi ,yi)
if the check returns “dead end”then

discard the configuration(xi ,yi) {Backtrack}
else

F ← F ∪{(xi ,yi)} {(xi ,yi) starts a promising search path}
return “no solution”

Algorithm 13.18: The template for a backtracking algorithm.

Filling in the Details

In order to turn the backtracking strategy into an actual algorithm, we need only fill
in the following details:

1. Define a way of selecting the most “promising” candidate configuration from
the frontier setF.

2. Specify the way of expanding a configuration(x,y) into subproblem config-
urations. This expansion process should, in principle, be able to generate all
feasible configurations, starting from the initial configuration,(x,∅).

3. Describe how to perform a simple consistency check for a configuration(x,y)
that returns “solution found,” “dead end,” or “continue.”

If F is a stack, then we get a depth-first search of the configuration space. In
fact, in this case we could even use recursion to implementF automatically as
a stack. Alternatively, ifF is a queue, then we get a breadth-first search of the
configuration space. We can also imagine other data structures to implementF,
but as long as we have an intuitive notion of how to select the most “promising”
configuration fromF with each iteration, then we have a backtracking algorithm.

So as to make this approach more concrete, let us work through an application
of the backtracking technique to the CNF-SAT problem.
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A Backtracking Algorithm for CNF-Sat

Recall that in the CNF-SAT problem we are given a Boolean formulaSin conjunc-
tive normal form (CNF) and are asked ifS is satisfiable. To design a backtracking
algorithm for CNF-SAT, we will systematically make tentative assignments to the
variables inS and see if such assignments makeS evaluate immediately to 1 or
0, or yield a new formulaS′ for which we could continue making tentative value
assignments. Thus, a configuration in our algorithm will consist of a pair(S′,y),
whereS′ is a Boolean formula in CNF, andy is an assignment of values to Boolean
variables not inS′ such that making these assignments inS results in the formula
S′.

To formulate our backtracking algorithm, then, we need to give the details of
each of the three components to the backtracking algorithm. Given a frontierF of
configurations, we make our most “promising” choice, which is the subformulaS′
with the smallest clause. Such a formula is the most constrained of all the formulas
in F; hence, we would expect it to hit a dead end most quickly if that is indeed its
destiny.

Let us consider, then, how to generate subproblems from a subformulaS′. We
do this by locating a smallest clauseC in S′, and picking a variablexi that appears
in C. We then create two new subproblems that are associated with our assigning
xi = 1 andxi = 0 respectively.

Finally, we must say how to processS′ to perform a consistency check for an
assignment of a variablexi in S′. We begin this processing by reducing any clauses
containingxi based on the assigned 0 or 1 value ofxi (depending on the choice
we made). If this reduction results in a new clause with a single literal,xj or xj ,
we also perform the appropriate value assignment toxj to make this single-literal
clause satisfied. We then process the resulting formula to propagate the assigned
value ofxj . If this new assignment in turn results in a new single-literal clause,
we repeat this process until we have no more single-literal clauses. If at any point
we discover a contradiction (that is, clausesxi andxi , or an empty clause), then
we return “dead end.” If we reduce the subformulaS′ all the way to the constant 1,
then we return “solution found,” along with all the variable assignments we made to
reach this point. Otherwise, we derive a new subformula,S′′, such that each clause
has at least two literals, along with the value assignments that lead from the original
formula S to S′′. We call this operation thereduceoperation for propagating an
assignment of value toxi in S′.

Fitting all of these pieces into the template for the backtracking algorithm re-
sults in an algorithm that solves the CNF-SAT problem in about as fast a time as
we can expect. In general, the worst-case running time for this algorithm is still
exponential, but the backtracking can often speed things up. Indeed, if every clause
in the given formula has at most two literals, then this algorithm runs in polynomial
time. (See Exercise C-13.4.)
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Java Example: A Backtracking Solution for Subset-Sum

To be even more concrete, let us consider a Java backtracking solution for theNP-
hard SUBSET-SUM problem. Recall from Section 13.3.4 that in the SUBSET-SUM

problem we are given a setS of n integers and an integerk, and we are asked if
there is a subset of integers inS that sum tok.

To make the decision easier for determining whether a configuration is a dead
end or not, let us assume that the integers inSare given in nondecreasing order as
S= {a0,a1, . . . ,an−1}. Given this choice, we then define the three main compo-
nents of our backtracking algorithm as follows:

1. For our way of selecting the most “promising” candidate configuration, we
make a choice common in many backtracking algorithms. Namely, we will
use recursion to perform a depth-first search of the configuration space. Thus,
our method stack will automatically keep track of unexplored configurations
for us.

2. For our procedure for specifying the way of expanding a configuration(x,y)
into subproblem configurations, let us simply “march” down the sequence of
integers inS in order. Thus, having a configuration that has already consid-
ered the subsetSi = {a0, . . . ,ai}, we simply need to generate the two possible
configurations determined by whether we useai+1 or not.

3. The final major component of our backtracking algorithm is a way to perform
a consistency check that returns “solution found,” “dead end,” or “continue.”
To aid in this test, we will again use the fact that the integers inSare sorted.
Suppose we have already considered integers in the subsetSi = {a0, . . . ,ai}
and are now consideringai+1. There is a simple two-fold consistency test we
can perform at this point. Letki denote the sum of the elements inSi that
we have tentatively chosen to belong to our selection, and let the sum of the
remaining integers be

ri+1 =
n−1

∑
j=i+1

aj .

The first part of our test is to confirm that

k≥ ki +ai+1.

If this condition fails, then we are “overshooting”k. Moreover, sinceS is
sorted, anyaj with j > i + 1 will also overshootk; hence, we are at a dead
end in this case. For the second part of our test, we confirm that

k≤ ki + ri+1.

If this condition fails, then we are “undershooting”k, and there is no hope
for us to reachk with the remaining set of integers inS; hence, we are also
at a dead end in this case. If both tests succeed, then we considerai+1 and
proceed.

We give the Java code for this method in Code Fragment 13.19.
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/**
* Method to find a subset of an array of integers summing to k, assuming:
* - the array a is sorted in nondecreasing order,
* - we have already considered the elements up to index i,
* - the ones we have chosen add up to sum,
* - the set that are left sum to reamin.
* The function returns “true” and prints the subset if it is found.
* Should be first called as findSubset(a,k,-1,0,t), where t is total.
*/

public static boolean findSubset(int[ ] a, int k, int i, int sum, int remain) {
/* Test conditions for expanding this configuration */
if (i+1 >= a.length) return false; // safety check that integers remain
if (sum + remain < k) return false; // we’re undershooting k
int next = a[i+1]; // the next candidate integer
if (sum + next > k) return false; // we’re overshooting k
if (sum + next == k) { // we’ve found a solution!

System.out.print(k + "=" + next); // begin printing solution
return true;
}

if (findSubset(a, k, i+1, sum+next, remain−next)) {
System.out.print("+" + next); // solution includes a[i+1]
return true;
}

else // backtracking - solution doesn’t include a[i+1]
return findSubset(a, k, i+1, sum, remain);

}

Code Fragment 13.19:A Java implementation of a backtracking algorithm for the
SUBSET-SUM problem.

Note that we have defined the searching method,findSubset, recursively, and
we use that recursion both for the backtracking and also for printing a solution
when it is found. Also note that each recursive call takesO(1) time, since an array
is passed as a reference to the base address. Thus, the worst-case running time of
this method isO(2n), wheren is the number of integers we are considering. We
hope, of course, that for typical problem instances the backtracking will avoid this
worst case, either by quickly finding a solution or by using the conditions for dead
ends to prune away many useless configurations.

There is a minor improvement we can make to thefindSubset method if we
can faithfully trust that it is always called correctly. Namely, we can drop the
safety test for integers that are left to be considered. For, if there are no more
integers to consider, thenremain = 0. Thus,sum + remain < k, since we would
have terminated this path of searching for a solution earlier had we overshotk
or hit k exactly. Still, although we could, in theory, drop this test for remaining
integers, we keep this test in our code for safety reasons, just in case someone calls
our method incorrectly.
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13.5.2 Branch-and-Bound

The backtracking algorithm is effective for decision problems, but it is not designed
for optimization problems, where, in addition to having some feasibility condition
be satisfied for a certificatey associated with an instancex, we also have a cost
function f (x) that we wish to minimize or maximize (without loss of generality, let
us assume the cost function should be minimized). Nevertheless, we can extend the
backtracking algorithm to work for such optimization problems, and in so doing
derive the algorithmic design pattern known asbranch-and-bound.

The branch-and-bound design pattern, given in Algorithm 13.20, has all the el-
ements of backtracking, except that rather than simply stopping the entire search
process any time a solution is found, we continue processing until the best solution
is found. In addition, the algorithm has a scoring mechanism to always choose
the most promising configuration to explore in each iteration. Because of this ap-
proach, branch-and-bound is sometimes called abest-first searchstrategy.

Algorithm Branch-and-Bound(x):
Input: A problem instancex for a hard optimization (minimization) problem
Output: An optimal solution forx or “no solution” if none exists

F ←{(x,∅)} {Frontier set of subproblem configurations}
b← (+∞,∅) {Cost and configuration of current best solution}
while F 6= ∅ do

select fromF the most “promising” configuration(x,y)
expand(x,y), yielding new configurations(x1,y1), . . ., (xk,yk)
for each new configuration(xi ,yi) do

perform a simple consistency check on(xi ,yi)
if the check returns “solution found”then

if the costc of the solution for(xi ,yi) beatsb then
b← (c,(xi ,yi))

else
discard the configuration(xi ,yi)

if the check returns “dead end”then
discard the configuration(xi ,yi) {Backtrack}

else
if lb(xi ,yi) is less than the cost ofb then

F ← F ∪{(xi ,yi)} {(xi ,yi) starts a promising search path}
else

discard the configuration(xi ,yi) {A “bound” prune}
return b

Algorithm 13.20: The template for a branch-and-bound algorithm. This algorithm
assumes the existence of a function,lb(xi ,yi), that returns a lower bound on the
cost of any solution derived from the configuration(xi ,yi).
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To provide for the optimization criterion of always selecting the “most promis-
ing” configuration, we extend the three assumptions for a backtracking algorithm
to add one more condition:

• For any configuration(x,y), we assume we have a function,lb(x,y), that
returns a lower bound on the cost of any solution that is derived from this
configuration.

The only strict requirement forlb(x,y), then, is that it must be less than or equal
to the cost of any derived solution. But, as should be clear from the branch-and-
bound description, if this lower bound is more accurate, the algorithm’s efficiency
improves.

A Branch-and-Bound Algorithm for TSP

To make the branch-and-bound approach more concrete, let us consider how it can
be applied to solve the optimization version of the traveling salesperson (TSP)
problem. In the optimization version of this problem, we are given a graphG with
a cost functionc(e) defined for each edgee in G, and we wish to find the smallest
total-cost tour that visits every vertex inG, returning back to its starting vertex.

We can design an algorithm for TSP by computing for each edgee= (v,w), the
minimum-cost path that begins atv and ends atw while visiting all other vertices
in G along the way. To find such a path, we apply the branch-and-bound technique.
We generate the path fromv to w in G−{e} by augmenting a current path by one
vertex in each loop of the branch-and-bound algorithm.

• After we have built a partial pathP, starting, say, atv, we only consider
augmentingP with vertices in not inP.

• We can classify a partial pathP as a “dead end” if the vertices not inP are
disconnected inG−{e}.

• To define the lower bound function,lb, we can use the total cost of the edges
in P plusc(e). This will certainly be a lower bound for any tour that will be
built from eandP.

In addition, after we have run the algorithm to completion for one edgee in G, we
can use the best path found so far over all tested edges, rather than restarting the
current best solutionb at +∞. The running time of the resulting algorithm will
still be exponential in the worst-case, but it will avoid a considerable amount of
unnecessary computation in practice. The TSP problem is of considerable interest,
as it has many applications, so such a solution could be of use in practice if the
number of vertices in the input graph is not too high. In addition, there are a number
of other heuristics that can be added to the search for an optimal TSP tour, but these
are beyond the scope of this book.
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Java Example: A Branch-and-Bound Solution for Knapsack

To be even more concrete, let us describe a Java implementation of a branch-and-
bound solution to the KNAPSACK problem. In the optimization version of this
problem, we are given a setSof items, numbered 0 ton−1. Each itemi is given
an integer size,si , and worth,wi. We are also given an integer parameter,size, and
asked for a subset,T, of Ssuch that∑i∈T si ≤ sizeand the total worth of items in
T, worth= ∑i∈T wi , is maximized.

Let us begin by borrowing some ideas from the greedy algorithm for solving
the fractional KNAPSACK problem (Section 5.1.1). Namely, let us assume that the
items inSare sorted in nonincreasing order bywi/si values. We will process them
in this order, so that we are considering items by decreasing gain, starting with the
element with maximum gain, that is, the item with maximum worth for its size.
Our configuration, then, will be defined by a subsetSi of the firsti items inSbased
on this order. So the indices of the items inSi are in the range 0 toi−1 (and let us
defineS0 to be the empty configuration having index−1).

We begin by placing the configuration forS0 into a priority queue,P. Then,
in each iteration of the branch-and-bound algorithm, we select the most promising
configurationc in P. If i is the index of the last item considered forc, then we
expandc into two new configurations, one that includes itemi + 1 and one that
excludes it. Note that every configuration that satisfies the size constraint is a valid
solution to the KNAPSACK problem. Thus, if either of the two new configurations
is valid and better than the best solution found so far, we update our current best to
be the better of the two, and continue the loop.

In order to select configurations that are most promising, of course, we need
a way of scoring configurations by their potential value. Since in the KNAPSACK

problem we are interested in maximizing a worth, rather than minimizing a cost,
we score configurations by computing an upper bound on their potential worth.
Specifically, given a configurationc, which has considered items with indices 0
to i, we compute an upper bound forc by starting with the total worthwc for c
and see how much more worth we can add toc if we were to augmentc with a
solution to a fractional KNAPSACK problem taken from the remaining items inS.
Recalling that the items inSare sorted by nonincreasingwi/si values, letk be the
largest index such that∑k

j=i+1 sj ≤ size− sc, wheresc is the size of all the items
already in configurationc. The items indexedi + 1 to k are the best remaining
items that completely fit in the knapsack. To compute our upper bound forc, then,
we consider adding all these elements toc plus as much of itemk+ 1 (if it exists)
as will fit. Namely, our upper bound forc is defined as follows:

upper(c) = wc +
k

∑
j=i+1

wj +

(
size−sc−

k

∑
j=i+1

sj

)
wk+1

sk+1
.

If k = n−1, then assume thatwk+1/sk+1 = 0.
We give code fragments from the Java branch-and-bound solution based on this

approach in Code Fragments 13.21, 13.22, and 13.23.
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/**
* Method to find an optimal solution to KNAPSACK problem, given:
* - s, indexed array of the sizes
* - w, index array of element worth (profit)
* - indexes of s and w are sorted by w[i]/s[i] values
* - size, the total size constraint
* It returns an external-node Configuration object for optimal solution.
*/

public static Configuration solve(int[ ] s, int[ ] w, long size) {
/* Create priority queue for selecting current best configurations */
PriorityQueue p = DoublePriorityQueue();
/* Create root configuration */
Configuration root = new Configuration(s,w,size);
double upper = root.getUpperBound(); // upper bound for root
Configuration curBest = root; // the current best solution
p.insertItem(new Double(−upper), root); // add root configuration to p
/* generate new configurations until all viable solutions are found */
while (!p.isEmpty()) {

double curBound = −((Double)p.minKey()).doubleValue(); // we want max
Configuration curConfig = (Configuration) p.removeMin();
if (curConfig.getIndex() >= s.length−1) continue; // nothing to expand
/* Expand this configuration to include the next item */
Configuration child = curConfig.expandWithNext();
/* Test if new child has best valid worth seen so far */
if ((child.getWorth() > curBest.getWorth()) && (child.getSize() <= size))

curBest = child;
/* Test if new child is worth expanding further */
double newBound = child.getUpperBound();
if (newBound > curBest.getWorth())

p.insertItem( new Double(−newBound), child);
/* Expand the current configuration to exclude the next item */
child = curConfig.expandWithoutNext();
/* Test if new child is worth expanding further */
newBound = child.getUpperBound();
if (newBound > curBest.getWorth())

p.insertItem( new Double(−newBound), child);
}
return curBest;
}

Code Fragment 13.21:The engine method for the branch-and-bound solution to the
KNAPSACK problem. The classDoublePriorityQueue, which is not shown, is a pri-
ority queue specialized to hold objects withDouble keys. Note that the key values
used in the priority queue are made negative, since we are interested in maximiz-
ing worth, not minimizing cost. Also note that when we expand a configuration
without adding the next element, we don’t check if this is a better solution, since
its worth is the same as its parent.
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class Configuration {
protected int index; // index of the last element considered
protected boolean in; // true iff the last element is in the tentative sol’n
protected long worth; // total worth of all elements in this solution
protected long size; // total size of all elements in this solution
protected Configuration parent; // configuration deriving this one
protected static int[ ] s;
protected static int[ ] w;
protected static long bagSize;
/** The initial configuration - is only called for the root config. */
Configuration(int[ ] sizes, int[ ] worths, long sizeConstraint) {

/* Set static references to the constraints for all configurations */
s = sizes;
w = worths;
bagSize = sizeConstraint;
/* Set root configuration values */
index = −1;
in = false;
worth = 0L;
size = 0L;
parent = null;
}
/** Default constructor */
Configuration() { /* Assume default initial values */ }
/** Expand this configuration to one that includes next item */
public Configuration expandWithNext() {

Configuration c = new Configuration();
c.index = index + 1;
c.in = true;
c.worth = worth + w[c.index];
c.size = size + s[c.index];
c.parent = this;
return c;
}
/** Expand this configuration to one that doesn’t include next item */
public Configuration expandWithoutNext() {

Configuration c = new Configuration();
c.index = index + 1;
c.in = false;
c.worth = worth;
c.size = size;
c.parent = this;
return c;
}

Code Fragment 13.22:The Configuration class and its methods for constructing
and expanding configurations. These are used in the branch-and-bound solution to
the KNAPSACK problem. This class is continued in Code Fragment 13.23.
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/** Get this configuration’s index */
public long getIndex() {

return index;
}
/** Get this configuration’s size */
public long getSize() {

return size;
}
/** Get this configuration’s worth */
public long getWorth() {

return worth;
}
/** Get this configuration’s upper bound on future potential worth */
public double getUpperBound() {

int g; // index for greedy solution
double bound = worth; // start from current worth
long curSize=0L;
long sizeConstraint = bagSize − size;
/* Greedily add items until remaining size is overflowed */
for (g=index+1; (curSize <= sizeConstraint) && (g < s.length); g++) {

curSize += s[g];
bound += (double) w[g];
}

if (g < s.length) {
bound −= w[g]; // roll back to worth that fit
/* Add fractional component of the extra greedy item */
bound += (double) (bagSize − size)*w[g]/s[g];
}
return bound;
}
/** Print a solution from this configuration */
public void printSolution() {

Configuration c = this; // start with external-node Configuration
System.out.println("(Size,Worth) = " + c.size + "," + c.worth);
System.out.print("index-size-worth list = [");
for (; c.parent != null; c = c.parent) // march up to root

if (c.in) { // print index, size, and worth of next included item
System.out.print("(" + c.index);
System.out.print("," + s[c.index]);
System.out.print("," + w[c.index] + ")");
}

System.out.println("]");
}

Code Fragment 13.23:The support methods for theConfiguration class, of Code
Fragment 13.22, used in the branch-and-bound solution to the KNAPSACK prob-
lem. The method for computing upper bounds is particularly important.
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13.6 Exercises

Reinforcement

R-13.1 Professor Amongus has shown that a decision problemL is polynomial-time re-
ducible to anNP-complete problemM. Moreover, after 80 pages of dense math-
ematics, he has also just proven thatL can be solved in polynomial time. Has he
just proven thatP = NP? Why or why not?

R-13.2 Use a truth table to convert the Boolean formulaB= (a↔ (b+c)) into an equiv-
alent formula in CNF. Show the truth table and the intermediate DNF formula for
B.

R-13.3 Show that the problem SAT, which takes an arbitrary Boolean formulaSas input
and asks ifS is satisfiable, isNP-complete.

R-13.4 Consider the problem DNF-SAT, which takes a Boolean formulaS in disjunctive
normal form (DNF) as input and asks ifS is satisfiable. Describe a deterministic
polynomial-time algorithm for DNF-SAT.

R-13.5 Consider the problem DNF-DISSAT, which takes a Boolean formulaS in dis-
junctive normal form (DNF) as input and asks ifS is dissatisfiable, that is, there
is an assignment of Boolean values to the variables ofSso that it evaluates to 0.
Show that DNF-DISSAT is NP-complete.

R-13.6 Convert the Boolean formulaB= (x1↔ x2) ·(x3+x4x5) ·(x1x2+x3x4) into CNF.

R-13.7 Show that the CLIQUE problem is inNP.

R-13.8 Given the CNF formulaB = (x1) · (x2 +x3 +x5 +x6) · (x1 +x4) · (x3 +x5), show
the reduction ofB into an equivalent input for the 3SAT problem.

R-13.9 GivenB = (x1 +x2 +x3) · (x4 +x5 +x6) · (x1 +x4 +x5) · (x3 +x4 +x6), draw the
instance of VERTEX-COVER that is constructed by the reduction from 3SAT of
the Boolean formulaB.

R-13.10 Draw an example of a graph with 10 vertices and 15 edges that has a vertex cover
of size 2.

R-13.11 Draw an example of a graph with 10 vertices and 15 edges that has a clique of
size 6.

R-13.12 Professor Amongus has just designed an algorithm that can take any graphG
with n vertices and determine inO(nk) time whether or notG contains a clique
of sizek. Does Professor Amongus deserve the Turing Award for having just
shown thatP = NP? Why or why not?

R-13.13 Is there a subset of the numbers in{23,59,17,47,14,40,22,8} that sums to 100?
What about 130? Show your work.

R-13.14 Show that the SET-COVER problem is inNP.

R-13.15 Show that the SUBSET-SUM problem is inNP.
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R-13.16 Draw an example of a graph with 10 vertices and 20 edges that has a Hamiltonian
cycle. Also, draw an example of a graph with 10 vertices and 20 edges that does
not have a Hamiltonian cycle.

R-13.17 The Manhattan distancebetween two points(a,b) and (c,d) in the plane is
|a−c|+ |b−d|. Using Manhattan distance to define the cost between every pair
of points, find an optimal traveling salesperson tour of the following set of points:
{(1,1),(2,8),(1,5),(3,−4),(5,6),(−2,−6)}.

R-13.18 Describe in detail how to implement Algorithm 13.14 inO(n+m) time on ann-
vertex graph withmedges. You may use the traditional operation-count measure
of running time in this case.

R-13.19 Describe the details of an efficient implementation of Algorithm 13.17 and ana-
lyze its running time.

R-13.20 Give an example of a graphG with at least 10 vertices such that the greedy
2-approximation algorithm for VERTEX-COVER given above is guaranteed to
produce a suboptimal vertex cover.

R-13.21 Give a complete, weighted graphG, such that its edge weights satisfy the triangle
inequality but the MST-based approximation algorithm for TSP does not find an
optimal solution.

R-13.22 Give a pseudo-code description of the backtracking algorithm for CNF-SAT.

R-13.23 Give a recursive pseudo-code description of the backtracking algorithm, assum-
ing the search strategy should visit configurations in a depth-first fashion.

R-13.24 Give a pseudo-code description of the branch-and-bound algorithm for TSP.

R-13.25 The branch-and-bound program in Section 13.5.2, for solving the KNAPSACK

problem, uses a Boolean flag to determine when an item is included in a solution
or not. Show that this flag is redundant. That is, even if we remove this field, there
is a way (using no additional fields) to tell if an item is included in a solution or
not.

Creativity

C-13.1 Show that we can deterministically simulate in polynomial time any nondeter-
ministic algorithmA that runs in polynomial time and makes at mostO(logn)
calls to thechoose method, wheren is the size of the input toA.

C-13.2 Show that every languageL in P is polynomial-time reducible to the language
M = {5}, that is, the language that simply asks if the binary encoding of the
input is equal to 5.

C-13.3 Show how to construct a Boolean circuitC such that, if we create variables only
for the inputs ofC and then try to build a Boolean formula that is equivalent to
C, then we will create a formula exponentially larger than an encoding ofC.

Hint: Use recursion to repeat subexpressions in a way that doubles their size
each time they are used.
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C-13.4 Show that the backtracking algorithm given in Section 13.5.1 for the CNF-SAT

problem runs in polynomial time if every clause in the given Boolean formula
has at most two literals. That is, it solves 2SAT in polynomial time.

C-13.5 Consider the 2SAT version of the CNF-SAT problem, in which every clause in
the given formulaS has exactly two literals. Note that any clause of the form
(a+ b) can be thought of as two implications,(a→ b) and(b→ a). Consider
a graphG from S, such that each vertex inG is associated with a variable,x,
in S, or its negation,x. Let there be a directed edge inG from a to b for each
clause equivalent to(a→ b). Show thatS is not satisfiable if and only if there
is a variablex such that there is a path inG from x to x and a path fromx to x.
Derive from this rule a polynomial time algorithm for solving this special case of
the CNF-SAT problem. What is the running time of your algorithm?

C-13.6 Suppose an oracle has given you a magic computer,C, that when given any
Boolean formulaB in CNF will tell you in one step ifB is satisfiable or not.
Show how to useC to construct an actual assignment of satisfying Boolean val-
ues to the variables in any satisfiable formulaB. How many calls do you need to
make toC in the worst case in order to do this?

C-13.7 Define SUBGRAPH-ISOMORPHISMas the problem that takes a graphG and an-
other graphH and determines ifH is a subgraph ofG. That is, there is a mapping
from each vertexv in H to a vertexf (v) in G such that, if(v,w) is an edge in
H, then( f (v), f (w)) is an edge inG. Show that SUBGRAPH-ISOMORPHISMis
NP-complete.

C-13.8 Define INDEPENDENT-SET as the problem that takes a graphG and an integerk
and asks ifG contains an independent set of vertices of sizek. That is,G contains
a setI of vertices of sizek such that, for anyv andw in I , there is no edge(v,w)
in G. Show that INDEPENDENT-SET is NP-complete.

C-13.9 Define HYPER-COMMUNITY to be the problem that takes a collection ofn web
pages and an integerk, and determines if there arek web pages that all contain
hyperlinks to each other. Show that HYPER-COMMUNITY is NP-complete.

C-13.10 Define PARTITION as the problem that takes a setS= {s1,s2, . . . ,sn} of numbers
and asks if there is a subsetT of Ssuch that

∑
si∈T

si = ∑
si∈S−T

si .

That is, it asks if there is a partition of the numbers into two groups that sum to
the same value. Show that PARTITION is NP-complete.

C-13.11 Show that the HAMILTONIAN -CYCLE problem on directed graphs isNP-complete.

C-13.12 Show that the SUBSET-SUM problem is solvable in polynomial time if the input
is given in a unary encoding. That is, show that SUBSET-SUM is not strongly
NP-hard. What is the running time of your algorithm?

C-13.13 Show that the KNAPSACK problem is solvable in polynomial time if the input is
given in a unary encoding. That is, show that KNAPSACK is not stronglyNP-
hard. What is the running time of your algorithm?
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C-13.14 Consider the general optimization version of the TSP problem, where the un-
derlying graph need not satisfy the triangle inequality. Show that, for any fixed
valueδ≥ 1, there is no polynomial-timeδ-approximation algorithm for the gen-
eral TSP problem unlessP = NP.

Hint: Reduce HAMILTONIAN -CYCLE to this problem by defining a cost function
for a complete graphH for then-vertex input graphG so that edges ofH also in
G have cost 1 but edges ofH not in G have costδn more than 1.

C-13.15 Consider the special case of TSP where the vertices correspond to points in the
plane, with the cost defined on an edge for every pair(p,q) being the usual
Euclidean distance betweenp andq. Show that an optimal tour will not have any
pair of crossing edges.

C-13.16 Derive an efficient backtracking algorithm for the HAMILTONIAN -CYCLE prob-
lem.

C-13.17 Derive an efficient backtracking algorithm for the KNAPSACK decision problem.

C-13.18 Derive an efficient branch-and-bound algorithm for the KNAPSACK optimization
problem.

C-13.19 Derive a new lower bound function,lb, for a branch-and-bound algorithm for
solving the TSP optimization problem. Your function should always be greater
than or equal to thelb function used in Section 13.5.2, but still be a valid lower
bound function. Describe an example where yourlb is strictly greater than thelb
function used in Section 13.5.2.

Projects

P-13.1 Design and implement a backtracking algorithm for the CNF-SAT problem.
Compare the running time of your algorithm on a rich set of instances of 2SAT

and 3SAT.

P-13.2 Design and implement a branch-and-bound algorithm for the TSP problem. Use
at least two different definitions for the lower bound function,lb, and test the
effectiveness of each.

P-13.3 Possibly working in a group, design and implement a branch-and-bound algo-
rithm for the TSP problem as well as a polynomial-time approximation algorithm
for TSP. Test the efficiency and effectiveness of these two implementations for
finding traveling salesperson tours for sets of points in the plane with Euclidean
distance defining the costs between pairs.

P-13.4 Implement a backtracking algorithm for HAMILTONIAN -CYCLE. For various
values ofn, test its effectiveness for finding Hamiltonian cycles when the number
of edges is 2n, dnlogne, and 10n, and 20dn1.5e.

P-13.5 Do an empirical comparison of using dynamic programming and backtracking
for the SUBSET-SUM problem.

P-13.6 Do an empirical comparison of using dynamic programming and branch-and-
bound for the KNAPSACK problem.
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Chapter Notes

Computing models are discussed in the textbooks by Lewis and Papadimitriou [133], Sav-
age [177] and Sipser [187].

The proof sketch of the Cook-Levin Theorem (13.6) given in this chapter is an adapta-
tion of a proof sketch of Cormen, Leiserson, and Rivest [55]. Cook’s original theorem [53]
showed that CNF-SAT wasNP-complete, and Levin’s original theorem [131] was for a
tiling problem. We refer to Theorem 13.6 as the “Cook-Levin” theorem in honor of these
two seminal papers, for their proofs were along the same lines as the proof sketch given for
Theorem 13.6. Karp [113] demonstrated several more problems to beNP-complete, and
subsequently hundreds of other problems have been shown to beNP-complete. Garey and
Johnson [76] give a very nice discussion ofNP-completeness as well as a catalog of many
importantNP-complete andNP-hard problems.

The reductions given in this chapter that use local replacement and restriction are well-
known in the computer science literature; for example, see Garey and Johnson [76] or
Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman [7]. The component design proof that VERTEX-COVER is NP-
complete is an adaptation of a proof of Garey and Johnson [76], as is the component design
proof that HAMILTONIAN -CYCLE is NP-complete, which itself is a combination of two
reductions by Karp [113]. The component design proof that SUBSET-SUM is NP-complete
is an adaptation of a proof of Cormen, Leiserson, and Rivest [55].

The discussion of backtracking and branch-and-bound is modeled after discussions
by Lewis and Papadimitriou [133] and Brassard and Bratley [38], where backtracking is
intended for decision problems and branch-and-bound is for optimization problems. Nev-
ertheless, our discussion is also influenced by Neapolitan and Naimipour [159], who alter-
natively view backtracking as a heuristic search that uses a depth-first search of a configu-
ration space and branch-and-bound as a heuristic search that uses breadth-first or best-first
search with a lower bound function to perform pruning. The technique of backtracking
itself dates to early work of Golomb and Baumert [80].

General discussions of approximation algorithms can be found in several other books,
including those by Hochbaum [97] and Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [165], as well as the
chapter by Klein and Young [116]. The PTAS for KNAPSACK is modeled after a result
of Ibarra and Kim [106], as presented by Klein and Young [116]. Papadimitriou and Stei-
glitz attribute the 2-approximation for VERTEX-COVER to Gavril and Yannakakis. The
2-approximation algorithm for the special case of TSP is due to Rosenkrantz, Stearns, and
Lewis [174]. TheO(logn)-approximation for SET-COVER, and its proof, follow from work
of Chvátal [46], Johnson [109], and Lov´asz [136].


